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to prevent
holiday thefts
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Local law enforcement are seeing an increase in thefts recently,
indicative of the impending holiday season, according to Murray
Police Department Sgt. Tracy Guge.
"The holiday season often brings the best out in everyone but
there are the few who look at this time of year as an opportunity for
theft," Guge said in an MPD press release. "The thieves have taken
the holiday season as an opportunity to do their shopping in
unlocked vehicles."
According to Guge, many of the thefts are taking place in the
Canterbury and Spring Creek areas, but there have also been reports
of thefts south of Sycamore Street.
Guge said most of the items stolen are purses, firearms, Ipods,
GPS systems, MP3 players, cash and other electronics.
"Citizens of Murray should take extra precautions during the holiday season by ensuring they secure all doors and windows, as well
as removing all valuables from their vehicles," she said.
Guge cautioned shoppers to be aware when they leave items in
their vehicles, She said people should place their items out of view.
"By taking that extra few seconds and placing these packages in
the trunk and out of view can reduce the chance of theft," she said.

ERIC WALKER
Or

There are some holiday
' itions that have to be
- done, especially around
Christmastime.
Decorate the tree? Check.
Wearing that special holiday sweater? Check.
Listening to your favorite
holiday songs and carols like
"Hark! The Herald Angels
Sing," "White Christmas" or
"Mete Kalikimaka?" Check.
Watching
"It's
A
Wonderful
Life"
or
"Scrooge" while drinking hot
chocolate'? Check.
Going to the annual
Murray
Rotary
Club
Christmas parade? Double
check.
"I have three children and
y're all grown, but at
"strnas you have to do the
'
itional things," said
Rotarian Donna Poston, who
is in charge of coordinating
this year's parade Saturday.
"At Easter, you dye eggs. At
Christmas, you have to see a
Christmas parade."
There ate SO nudes in this
year's event, whir* has the
theme of'Singlhe Joy iii
Christmas." The parade will
start at 10 a.m. and move
from
Memorial Baptist
C'hu“..-ti at the 10th and Main
streets intersection eastward
on Main toward the downtown square. There, Poston
said, Santa Claus — the
grand marshal of the holiday
6
1
4
'vines
— will get into his
' se" on the north side of
. , courthouse and listen the
. children's wish lists.
Poston also noted that this
year. Santa will conclude the
parade as opposed to recent
years when he's ridden in
Murray Fire Department's
Tower 1 bock.
And, he'll be riding in

GREG TR•WIS/Lecigar & Toms
Workers spent Wednesday and Thursday preparing displays for the 'Uve Nativity Scenes"
scheduled for tonight and Saturday at Murray State University's William "Bill' 011111116
Exposition Center on College Farm Road. The exhibits are sponsored by the Methill1P1
Churches of Calloway County. Residents can view the scenes from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. both
nights. Pictured above, from left, working on a manger scene sponsored by the First
Methodist Church of Murray, are: Patrick Lea: Gene Wimberley; Carol Wimberley; and
Baron Palmer.

Churches join to
resent live nativit
By GREG TRAVIS
event. "We are all coming together to work on
Staff Writer
this production. This is the first year for it to be
The Methodist Churches of Calloway County held
indoors, and we hope to get it off the ground
will sponsor "Live Nativity Scenes" from 6 p.m.
and make it bigger and better next year."
to 9 p.m. today and Saturday at Murray State
The "Live Nativity Scenes" event was formerUniversity's William "Bill" Cherry Exposition
ly held at the Coles Campground United
Center on College Farm Road.
Methodist Church north of Murray.
Held inside the facility, residents can view six
Palmer, who is also the minister at the
different scenes that depict the birth of Christ.
Coldwater and Lynn Grove Methodist churches,
Live animals, including camels, will also be a
said holding the displays inside the Expo Center
part of the scenes.
would be more enjoyable for everyone involved.
According to Tim Palmer, chairman of the "Residents
can stay warm and dry and it will be
United Methodist Churches of Calloway County
handicap accessible. We will also have refreshCluster, there are 17 churches participating in the
ments."

Approval moves
county up flood
insurance ladder
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County home and
business owners now have
access to a federal flood insurance program with much
improved benefits following
approval of an application filed
by Calloway County Fiscal
Court.
Planner
County
Dawn
Gaskin said the county's
October 2006 request for eligibility in the National Flood
Insurance Program, administered by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, has been
approved. Approval means the
county's eligibility requirement
has been upgraded from "emergency" status to the "regular"

category.
The program is available to
everyone in the county, including renters that want to insure
furniture and other personal
belongings.
"You don't even have to live
in a flood plain; everyone in the
county is eligible," Gaskin said
The county was previously
accepted into the NFIP "emergency" program in November
2005. Gaskin announced the
approval of the county's application to the most recent standard program during a meeting
of fiscal court this month.
"In the initial phase, you are
automatically assigned to the

Marshall legislator seeks
to change consent age law
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Reacting to the case of a high
school band teacher accused of
having sex with a student, a
Kentucky lawmaker has become
the latest state legislator to propose changing a law governing
the age of consent.
IR. Gray was disturbed to
learn that teachers break no
criminal laws by having sex
with students, as long as the student is at least 16 years old and
a willing participant.
That scenario played out in
Gray's hometown of Benton last
month when a band teacher was
accused of having an affair with
a teenage student. Gray, a
'Democrat
from
western

teacher or anyone else in a position of special trust to have consensual sex with someone under
18.
"My first reaction was disbelief," Gray said. "It's an indictment on Kentucky. It's an
indictment on the whole coun-

Kentucky, says he now plans to
file a bill as soon as next week
that would make it illegal for a

Sexual misconduct allegations led states across the country to take action against the
teaching licenses of 2,570 educators from 2001 through 2005.
Those were the findings of a
seven-month Associated Press
investigation, the results of
which were published last
month. Young people were the
victims in at least 1,801 of the
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

TRIMMING THE TREE: The holiday season is here and Christmas trees are being decorated
throughout the community. Kammy Bushue, an animal science graduate student from
Effingham, Ill., and Kyle Lancaster, a sophomore agnculture systems technology student from
Irvington, decorate a Chnstmas tree at Murray State's William "Bill" Cherry Exposition Center.
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A small brush fire was reported at 11 24 a m Thursday on
Radio Road The incident was reported to Calloway County FireRescue and the fire was extinguished
• Theft of a chain saw was reported at a Walnut Street address
at 11 47 am A report was taken by sheriff's deputy
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies

thefts ...
Extra officers are doing walkthroughs at various stores and
most stores have additional
shoplifting preventionalists on
duty.
"We are asking citizens to be

make the difference between a
Merry Christmas or a nightmare
before Clu-istmas."
The number of shoplifting
incidents also increase the closer
it gets to Christmas. Guge said.

From Front
"Unfortunately, this time of
year is a thief's most productive
time of year," she added.
'Taking simple precautions can

•Consent age ...

MI Parade ...

From Front

From Front
d familiar mode of transportation.
"We put Santa at the end of
the parade and he'll be in his
sled." she said "We got the old
sled out of storage and my husband and I cleaned it up and
decorated it "
Santa*s sled will be pulled by
sonic Kawasaki Mule carts,
though, instead of his usual
reindeer-powered propulsion.
Poston added that having
Santa at the end of the parade
"climactic!"
makes it es en
Numerous floats and hands
will also he pan 61 the event,
which will follow the annual
Rotary Club Country Ham
Breakfast 16-9:30 a.m. at
Pagliafsi. Other familiar characters in this year's parade will
he Clydesdale horses from a
farm in Buchannan, Tenn., and
camels, which were a favorite in
the parade for many years when
Coles Campground United
Methodist Church put on its live
nativity scene productions years
ago. Now they are in a new, live
nativity event (see related
story).
Awards will he given by the
Rotary Club for entnes in cateochurch/religious.
of
gires
clubs/civic organizations, and
commercial.

Tinimerier
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Photo provided
POINSETTIA PROJECT: The Calloway County Homemakers
Annual Poinsettia Sale was a huge success with over 1,600
plants being delivered to the community. Pictured, Judy
Stahler, organizer of the sale, helps to unload the flowers The
Homemakers thanked the community for its support

"cases, and more than 80 percent
of those were students.
There are about 3 million
public school teachers nationwide.
In Kentucky, officials handled nearly 100 instances of
teacher sexual misconduct over
the five-year-period the AP
reviewed, ranging from minor
violations like using sexual language to more serious, criminal
acts such as inappropriate touching and even sodomy and rape.
Gray said the legislation he is
proposing would allow prosecutors to charge teachers with
statutory rape if they have consensual sex with 16- or 17-yearold students.
"There's just been a rash of
these cases across the nation."
he said. —That, coupled with the
AP stories and the case involving the band director, made me
realize something had to he
•
done."
Several states have enacted
similar measures over the past
six years. including Alaska,

Connecticut, Indiana, Kansas,
Louisiana, Michigan, Nevada,
and
Texas
Oklahoma,
Washington. Lawmakers in
New York and South Carolina
are considenng following suit.
The Education Commission of
the States said Ohio and Maine
have had laws criminalizing
such conduct since 1994 and
1995. respectively.
Only eight states have set 18
as the age of consent for both
men and women, said Jennifer
Boyter, senior policy analyst for
State
of
Council
The
Governments in Lexington. In
the vast majority of states.
Boyter said, 16 is the legal age
of consent. In two states —
Iowa and South Carolina — the
age of consent is 14 for girls.
Large numbers of teens
reported sexual activity in a
study released earlier this month
by the National Campaign to
Prevent Teen and Unplanned
Pregnancy. The research found
that 47 percent of all high
schools students reported having sex at least once and 63 percent said they have engaged in

sex by the spring semester of their senior year.
Gray's primary concern is.
with adults abusing their positions of authority to draw teens
into sexual relationships. His
bill, however, exempts married
couples, even when an underage
spouse is married to an adult.
"A person has to be 18 to buy
cigarettes, 18 to enter the armed
services, 21 to buy alcoholic
beverages," Gray said. "1 think.
we're shortchanging thoseyoung people when we don't,
have this 18 year restriction on'
consensual sex."
No one has yet offered any
public opposition to the proposed legislation, including the
Education Kentucky
Association, which represents
35,000 teachers and other public
school employees.
"We don't have a position on
the bill because we haven't seen
Main,
Charles
it," said
spokesman for the group.'
"Obviously, we encourage, in
the strongest possible terms,
good conduct between teachers
and their students."

II Flood insurance ...
From Front
eniergenc,, piogram." she said.
"In October of 2006. we filed an
application to be convened le
do, regular program. The con

NOTICE
• The Murray State
University Board of Regents
will meet today at 1 30 p m
in the Jesse Stuart Room of
the Pogue Library on Murray
Slate's campus
Dexter-Almo
• The
Heights Water District will
meet Monday at 6 p m at the
district's water office at 351
Almo Rd
le To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

Nov. 30
25 shopping
days to Christmas

in a flood.
version took effect on Nov. 1st, expanded from $10,000 to year and it is likely that flood think you might live
$100,000. Business content hazard designations will be plain but are not sure, you'
2007."
go ahead and get
According to a news release coverage has been expanded updated and will likely expand. might want to
Existing flood plain maps now it now because you will get a
from FEMA, those living in a from $100010 to 551X1,1100.
lower rate and that rate will conGaskin said lenders will most date from 1977.
single-family home can obtain
Current flood hazard regions tinue to be the same even if you
up to. $250,000 in coverage often require flood insurance if
a
under the new program as the home or business is in a in Calloway County center on are later classified as living in
plain."
flood
its
and
basin
River
Clark's
the
"Normally,
area.
hazard
flood
under
to
$35.(XX)
only
opposed
Those wanting to purchase
the emergency plan. Those liv- there is a 30-day waiting period tributaries and just about everying in a two-to-four family before a flood insurance policy thing immediately west of the the insurance may do so with
Hardin Southern Railroad north any insurance company where.
dwelling may do the same and goes into effect," she said.
It would also be a good idea and south of Murray, including they may obtain premium rates
with the same benefit as well as
For
those living in "other" residen- to purchase the insurance as Dexter and Almo. Areas around based on individual needs.
tial dwellings. Businesses can soon as possible if you suspect the Tennessee River/Kentucky more information about the proobtain up to S5(X),000 in insur- you live in a flood plain, Lake and its tnbutaries are also gram, contact Gaskin by dropping by the planner's office on
ance for facilities instead of because FEMA is currently included.
"Of course if you live in a the first floor of the Calloway
working on new maps for
only S100,000.
Content coverage for home Calloway County that are flood plain the rates will be County Courthouse or by callowners or renters have also been expected to be completed next higher," Gaskin said. "If you ing 759-3919.
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Pence: Too many enemies for Fletcher

IlestrelnOnBrief
death at fraternity was suicide
concluded that

GEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP) — State police have
Georgetown College student found dead in a fraternity house in
March committed suicide.
The family of I8-year-old Remy Okonkwo had questioned findings by Georgetown police officers, who investigated Okonkwo's
death on March 31 at the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house.
Georgetown police ruled the death a suicide. The family asked state
police to conduct their own probe.
Kentucky State Police Maj. Mike Sapp wrote in a letter on
Monday that state detectives also concluded that Okonkwo's death
was a suicide.
"Without exception, the evidence in this case does not lend itself
to determine otherwise," Sapp wrote.
A Louisville activist group said they and Okonkwo's family were
not satisfied with the state police's review of the evidence.
-They did a review, and we asked for an investigation," Coleman
said. "They fell short of what the family asked for, they fell short of
what the civil rights community asked for, and we are going to continue to look for answers."
A campus safety guard found Okonkwo's body hanging in the
kitchen of the fraternity. The state medical examiner ruled that
Okonkwo died of asphyxia due to hanging.

a

Park to tear down ride where girl's
feet were severed
ride where a 13-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— An amusement park
year-old girl's feet were severed can be dismantled starting in two
months, a judge ruled.
Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom officials hope to have another ride
picked out to replace the Superman Tower of Power by the time the
park, which is closed for the season, reopens in April. The ride,
which was shut down after the accident, lifts passengers 177 feet,
then drops them at speeds reaching 54 mph.
Kaitlyn Lasitter's feet were severed by.a broken cable on the ride
on June 21. Her right foot was reattached, but her left leg was amputated below the knee. The girl's family sued Kentucky Kingdom in
July, claiming the park failed to maintain the ride and ensure riders'
safety. The family wanted a temporary injunction to stop the park
from altering or destroying the ride or the cable.
Jefferson County Circuit Judge Barry Willett, who made the ruling Thursday, ordered lawyers for the girl's family, the Department
of Agriculture and Kentucky Kingdom in July to agree on which
tests will be done on the cable and which company will do them

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
U. Gov. Steve Pence, months
after Gov. EMIG Fletcher pardoned his entire administration
in the summer of 2005, gave his
boss a book about Abraham
Lincoln for Christmas.
The book,
of
"Team
Rivals,"
recounted
Lincoln's ability to work with
former political
adversaries for
the betterment
of the common
, good. It was
pm)
something
Pence said he
wanted Fletcher to think about,
the outgoing lieutenant governor said Wednesday in an interview with The Associated Press.
"The people who disagree
with you are not necessarily
your enemies," Pence said.
But the "unhealthy" notion
that anyone who questioned the
governor, or did not fully support him, was treated like an
enemy permeated the Fletcher

administration, Pence said.
After deciding not to be
Fletcher's re-election running
mate, Pence found himself on
the outside too.
Fletcher stripped him of his
official duties as head of the
state Justice and Public Safety
Cabinet and called for him to
resign his elective office. Pence
declined, maintaining that he
was elected by voters, not
appointed by the governor.
Fletcher's administration was
shaken by an investigation by
Greg
General
Attorney
Stumbo's office into allegations
that state hiring laws were systematically ignored to reward
political supporters. Fletcher
maintained the investigation
was a "political witch hunt" and
eventually pardoned his entire
administration.
He was subsequently indicted on related misdemeanor
charges that were dropped in a
deal with prosecutors in which
Fletcher acknowledged among
other things, that "the evidence
strongly indicates wrongdoing
by his administration."
Sonic Republican leaders —
including Senate President

David Williams and Secretary of
State Trey Grayson — publicly
questioned whether Fletcher's
political career could survive the
investigation. Pence, a tomer
federal prosecutor, was one of
them.
Last month, Democrat Steve
Beshear defeated Fletcher in the
general election.
Since then, Pence said, he's
heard some say that Fletcher's
enemies caused his political
downfall.
what
honestly,
"Quite
brought the governor down is
people having an attitude that
they have enemies," Pence said.
"Because an enemy is someone
you feel like, 'I've got to do
something to. I've got to hurt
them.' And you just can't have
an attitude like that in politics
and survive very long."
Still, Pence said he thought
Stumbo should not have led a
criminal prosecution into the
matter. It was something better
left to civil remedies, Pence
said.
Pence also said he thought
the state should consider making
several state constitutional
offices, including lieutenant

governor, appointed rather than
elected positions. 'The change
would require a constitutional
amendment.
"Many of our down-ballot
offices are offices we can do
without," Pence said. 'They
serve as sort of a training league
for future political aspirations
that's done at the expense of the
commonwealth."
Nevertheless. Pence said he's
moving on.
He's a member of Beshear's
transition team, where he's
reviewing the cabinet he once
headed.
Pence said he's looking for
ward to leaving office and
resuming his life as an attorney
with the law firm of Dinsmore
& Shohl, where he'll specialize
in corporate law and representing clients accused of white-collar crimes.
"I'll always look back at this
time and consider myself
extremely fortunate to have
been able to serve as lieutenant
governor," Pence said. "I realize
this was something that was
delivered to me that was totally
unexpected, but it also was a
very rare opportunity."

Child's wheelchair found, man
arrested in theft Police recovered a stolen custom

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
wheelchair that belongs to a young girl and arrested the man they
believe stole it.
The wheelchair was found Wednesday night in a pile of scrap at
a recycling business, police said.
A workers at the recycling yard had seen television news reports
on the case and spotted the pink wheelchair. That person called in an
anonymous tip to police.
The chair had been stolen from Erin White's front porch Monday
morning. It belongs to White's 8-year-old daughter, Audrey, who
has cerebral palsy.
The chair is valued at $5,000.
Recycling company records led police to 50-year-old Leander
Anderson, who was arrested Thursday, police said.
A couple who had seen the news reports had offered to buy the
child a replacement chair.

Checkpoints to be on campus

SONY BRAVIA
26" Flat Panel • HD-

16x9 Screen Size
I 080i Resolution
KDL-26S3000

SONY BRAVIA

32" Flat Panel • HD-TV
I 6x9 Screen Size
10801 Resolution
KDL-32S3000

Murray State University police will be conducting traffic safety
checkpoints at approved locations on Murray State's campus from
dec. 3 through Jan. 2.
This effort is in conjunction with the statewide DUI enforcement
campaign. Officers will be checking for safety violations including
+paired drivers and children not properly restrained in child safety seats, and if seatbelts are being used.
• Officers will be handing out MADD (Mothers Against Drunk
driving) red ribbons and informing the public about the importance
01- using seatbelts.

SONY BRAVIA
37" Slim Design • HDTV
Rear Projection
10801 Resolution
KDF-37HI000

SONY BRAVIA

40" Flat Panel • HD16x9 Screen Size
10801 Resolution

now only

9599

KDL-40S3000

Saturday, Dec. 1
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

20-50% Off All Christmas

SONY BRAVIA
46" Flat Panel • HD-TV
I 6x9 Screen Size
10801 Resolution
KDL-46S3000

Off Select Items!
*POINSETTIAS(Red, White & Pink)
*HOLIDAY GIFT BASKETS
*CHRISTMAS WREATHS & ARRANGEMENTS
*HANDPAINTED PERSONALIZED ORNAMENTS
DISHES
*PRE-DECORATED TREES *CHRISTMAS
HOLDERS
STOCKING
&
S
'STOCKING
*CHRISTMAS YARD ART

SONY BRAVIA

70" Flat Panel • HD-TV
Sony's largest TV
Rear Projection
Full 1080p Resolution
KDF-70XBR2

ial
No interest, No Payments for 18 months thru Sony Financ
Installation Available!

MURRAY TELEPHONE 8& ELECTRONICS

ht-smut1110,1.1.4.

Corner of 12th & Sycamore • 270-753-9229
Voted #1 Gift Shop In Murray!

.1

509 North 8th Street

270-753-7567
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Deep Throat
could have been
FBI leader

J01111

By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — Deep in Richard Nixon's White
House files sit letters from a long-forgotten lobbying campaign
to make Mark Felt head of the FBI. Instead, Felt became Deep
'Moat.
The National Archives released more than
10,(XX1 pages of documents from the Nixon
presidency on Wednesday and among them are
the urgings of past and present FBI agents and
other interested citizens to appoint Felt, then
the No. 2 FBI official, as director. Associates
described his "outstanding loyalty."
Nixon did not take the advice.
Ultimately, Felt's devastating leaks as The
Washington Post's secret Watergate source helped
undermine Nixon's presidency.
The documents, also shedding light on forFelt
eign and national security policy from the Nixon
years, show increasing urgency in U.S. attempts to pacify the
Middle East. alarm over Israel's apparent progress in developing nuclear weapons and a wish to "manipulate relations with
Saudis- to help broker peace. U.S. officials are also seen weighing whether to support a Kurdish rebellion in Iraq.
To combat the terrorist threat in the Mideast, the U.S. must
focus on "political dialogue,- said a March 1973 directive now
echoed in this week's Mideast summit.
Nixon, soon to be consumed by the Watergate investigation,
passed over career agents including Felt when he selected loyalist I. Patrick Gray as FBI chief after the J. Edgar Hoover's
death in 1972, just weeks before the Watergate break-in. Gray
resigned the next year because of allegations he had destroyed
Watergate documents.
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To the Editor.
Thank you and Tom Berry or the story in Wednesday'. paper about the situation at Murray High. I
don't know the residents who are upset. (but1 as a
retired school teacher. I agree with them. The sale is
a big mistake.
I have been a resident of Murray for 50 years. I
care about the high school and its future. Common
sense would tell us that you cannot declare property
"surplus.- like a piece of furniture or equipment. It's
not replaceable. Once it's gone. it's forever
Schools are more likely to need more land in the
future than less. So how can we let it go now?
Especially when it's inure and more important that
students learn all the) can about the environment
which they and their children will live.
And how about good faith' Didn't the school
accept the land with the understanding that it would
he used fin environmental education?
Emily Wolfson
Murray. Ky.

OD LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,
to
e-mailed
or
to
270-753-1927,
faxed
miltortheneraytedger.com.
V Letters waled or faxed must be signed and have address and
phew ember for veakation purposes. E.-mailed letters must
have address and phone 11,1111601f.
V No letters we be orbited arionyesesay.
V Letters should net exceed 300 words and must be typed or
legIbie.
V The Murray Lodger & Times reserves the right to edit or reject
any letter on the basis of lesigth, style, spelling, grammar, Rbel,
good tests end frequent cesstributors to the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors,
businesses or isidiadrais by name, except those directed toward
the comminity as a whole, will not be accepted.
V Letters only represmt the viewpoint and opinions of the
writer and not nocessaily of the Lodger & limes staff.
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Mrs. Stella Jones
Mrs. S*eIIa loses, 89, Magness Road, Hardin, died Thursday,
Nov. 29, 2007, at 2:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A retired factory worker at Mattel, Cigar
Factory and Garment of Murray, she was a member of New Zion Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband,
Dallas Youngblood, her second husband, Howard
Mason Jones, one brother and one sister. She was
the daughter of the late Ton Fanner and Mary
Elizabeth Bohannon Farmer.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs, Jerrie
Jones Freeman, Benton, Mrs. Cathryn Jones
Carson, Hardin, and Mrs. Peggy Jones Lawrence.
Kirksey; eight grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren; seven great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Mike Littrell and Rev. Brad Hall will
officiate. Burial will follow in the New Zion Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Zion Cemetery
Fund, do Lorretta Rudolph, 6766 Jackson School Rd., Benton, KY
42025.

Robert Wilson Beaman
Robert Wilson Beaman, 66, Perryville, Md.,formerly of Murray,
Ky., died Tuesday, Nov. 27, 2007, at 11:30 a.m. in Perryville.
.
A veteran of the Armed Services, he was
1%
'
employed at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Norman
Clyde Beaman and Lucille Beane Beaman of
Calloway County, Ky.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pat Beaman, and one daughter,
Angelic Beaman, Perryville; two brothers, Jewell Edward Beaman,
Overgaard, Ariz., and Donnie Beaman, West Paducah, Ky.; three sisters, Mrs. Ima Sue Boggess, Paducah, Mrs. Kathy Allen, Calvert
City, Ky., and Mrs. Gena Rogers, Murray.
No memorial service will be conducted. Burial was in Perryville.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association locally by contacting Sarah Keith at 1-502-338-2437 or
247-3267 or sarah.keith@heart.org.
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A memorial service for Mrs. Dolores Askew will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Todd Buck
will officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Elm Grove Baptist
Church, 6483 St. Rt. 94 East, Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
Mrs. Askew, 72, Hamlin, died Thursday. Nov. 22, 2007, at 1:30
a.m. at her home. Former owner of the Centipede Floral Shop in
Medina, N.Y., she was a member of TOPS. fitness club and had
received an award from the club.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Roger Askew, one
daughter, Belinda Rivas, and one brother, Bill Schlegel. Born Oct. 4,
1935, she was the daughter of the late Fred Schlegel and Guelda 0.
Young Schlegel.
Survivors include two sons, Donald Seitz, Hamlin, and Michael
Seitz and wife, Beverly, Lockport, N.Y.; two sisters, Mrs. Lu Lu
Dellinger and Mrs. Dottie Emanuele, both of Medina, N.Y.; five
grandchildren, Jason Rivas and wife Mandy, Murray; Donald and
Melanie Seitz, Christian Hale, and Julia Rowels and husband.
William, all of New York; two great-grandchildren, Lindsey Rivas,
Murray, and Landin Rowles, New York.

BP pleads guilty to
environmental crime
ANCHORAGE,Alaska(AP)
- The Alaska subsidiary of
British energy company BP
PLC pleaded guilty on Thursday
to a federal environmental crime
for failing to prevent a 2006
spill in America's largest oil
field.
BP Exploration Alaska Inc.
pleaded guilty to one violation
of the Clean Water Act for a
200,000-gallon spill at the
Prudhoe Bay field in March
2006.
The company had agreed last
month to a sentence of $20 million in fines related to the spill,
the largest ever in the vast, oilrich region of Arctic Alaska
known as the North Slope.
The settlement was one of
several struck in October
between BP and federal investigators over separate incidents.
BP agreed to pay another
$353 million in fines and restitution over the manipulation of
energy markets in the Midwest
and a refinery explosion that
killed 15 people in Texas.
For years, the company
denied allegations that a culture
of cost-cutting was hurting the
quality of maintenance on the
network of steel pipes at the 30year old Alaska field.
But after the spill in March.
federal prosecutors said millions
of company documents and
interviews with scores of North
Slope employees told a different
story.
They discovered a "failure to
allocate sufficient resources to
ensure safe and environmentally
protective operation of the
pipelines that leaked," according to court documents.
Prosecutors estimate BP
saved $9 million by choosing

not to regularly clean and
inspect two of its pipelines over
the course of several years,
Steward said. The estimated
savings represented less than
half of I percent of BP's adjusted net profit of $22 billion in
2006.
Both of those pipelines
sprung leaks in 2006 and
prompted BP to halve production at Prudhoe Bay to 200,000
gallons a day for several weeks.
BP manages Prudhoe Bay on
behalf of its production partners
Exxon Mobil Corp. and
ConocoPhillips. The company
has said it is investing heavily in
upgrading its North Slope operations.

LAKE FOREST, Calif.(AP)
-Sen. Hillary Rodharn Clinton
used an appearance at one of the
nation's largest evangelical
churches Thursday to sketch a
broad agenda to take on disease
around the globe, calling it "the
right thing to do."
The centerpiece of a speech
laced with Biblical references
and reflections on her own faith
was a call to spend billions of
dollars to combat HIV/AIDS
and other infectious disrases at
home and abroad. She said she
would try to stamp out malaria
deaths in Africa within eight
years.
Money and government
alone cannot solve the problems,
she said. AIDS "is a problem of
our common humanity, and we
are called to respond with love,
with mercy and with urgency,"
she said.
With the presidential campaign intensifying in Iowa, New
Hampshire and South Carolina,
Clinton was alone among leading candidates to fly to coastal
California
to
appear
at
Saddleback Church in Orange
County, where pastor and bestselling author Rick Warren convenes a conference each year to
highlight the global threat posed
by HIV/AIDS.
Earlier this week Clinton
released her proposal to combat
the spread of HIV/AIDS, which
focuses in part on fighting the
spread of the illness in minority
communities. As president, she
would double the HIV/AIDS
research budget at the National
Institutes of Health - to $5.2
billion annually -and spend at
least $50 billion within five

Democratic presidential hopeful, Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., speaks at the Global
Summit on AIDS & The Church at Saddlleback Church in Lake Forrest, Calif, Thursday.
years around the globe.
On Thursday, speaking to
about 1,700 conference attendees, she said as president she
would also call for spending $1
billion a year to address malaria
infection in Africa. She set a
goal of eradicating malaria
deaths in Africa by the end of
her second term.
Many Christian conservatives dread the possibility of
another Clinton White House, a
point of agreement in a year
when prominent leaders in the
movement have divided their
loyalties among GOP con-

tenders.
There was a sprinkle of criticism from conservatives in
response to Clinton's appearance at the church, but it was
muted compared to last year
when more than a dozen conservative leaders signed a letter
urging Warren to rescind an
invitation to Sen. Barack
Obama, D-III., who supports
abortion rights. The church
defended his appearance.
Warren is theologically and
socially conservative, but he is
known for avoiding the scrum of
partisan politics. The author of

-The Purpose-Driven Life" has
devoted much of his time in
recent years mobilizing evangelicals to fight AIDS in Africa.
The speech gave Clinton a
chance to appear on stage with
the popular pastor- who greeted her with a hug - as well as
talk at length about her own
faith.
"I've been raised to understand the power and purpose of
prayer," she said at one point.
Warren thanked her for
attending. "We invited all of
them to come, but she was the
one who showed up," he said.

Bush presses Democrats to approve Iraq war
funding 'without strings' before Christmas
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush stemly pressed
Democrats to approve money to
fund the Iraq war "without
strings and without delay"
before leaving town for the
Christmas holidays, something
congressional leaders have
already indicated they will not
do.
After more failed attempts to
pass legislation ordering troops
home from Iraq, Democrats
have said they plan to sit on
Bush's $196 billion request for
war spending until next year.
Bush said this will push the
Pentagon toward an accounting
nightmare and affect the military's ability to do its job protecting the country.
"The
American
people
expect us to work together to
support our troops. That's what
they want," Bush said Thursday
after spending two hours meeting at the Pentagon with military
leaders. 'They do not want the
government to create needless
uncertainty for those defending
our country and uncertainty for
their families. They do not want
disputes in Washington to
undermine our troops in Iraq
just as they're seeing clear signs
of success."
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., responded
that Democrats will get troops
the money they need as part of a

George W. Bush
"war strategy worthy of their
sacrifices."
"Bush Republicans have
indefinitely committed our military to a civil war that has taken
a tremendous toll on our troops
and our ability to respond to
other very real threats around
the world," Reid said.
Meanwhile, there was at least
a sign of a potential breakthrough. Rep. John Murtha, DPa., said Thursday that after
talking with President Bush's
adviser on the Iraq war, he
thinks Congress and the White
House might be able to end the
showdown on war funding.
After a phone conversation
on Wednesday initiated by Lt.
Gen. Douglas Lute, Murtha said

New & Special Items For Christmas
•Assortment of Jewelry - Brand New, Antique
Pieces & More
• Vintage tray table set by Crestline
• Ivan Wilson print- a Kentucky Blonde
• Chandelier - vintage 8 light swag brass & crystal
Proceeds Benefit The Angels Community Clinic

he's "more optimistic that
there's a possibility now."
Murtha,chairman of the defense
appropriations subcommittee,
said one possible area where he
thinks Democratic leaders could
compromise is on a date to end
the war. He said Democratic
leaders want Bush to "sit down
and work out a plan with the
Congress so that we work this
whole thing out."
Democrats had proposed
paying for several months of
combat instead of a full year as
Bush wants. But their bills also
would have ordered troop withdrawals from Iraq. With such
legislation failing to pass.
Democratic leaders say they
won't send Bush a war spending
bill this year at all.
In response, Pentagon officials began saying the military
will have to take drastic steps
next month if it doesn't get the
money soon. Defense Secretary
Robert Gates has ordered the
Army and Marine Corps to
begin planning for a series of
expected cutbacks, including
civilian layoffs, termination of
contracts and reduced operations at bases.
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Bush reiterated that theme at
the Pentagon, backed by Vice
President Dick Cheney and military leaders.
"Congress limits how much
money can be moved from one
account to the other," Bush said.
"Secretary Gates has already
notified Congress that he will
transfer money from accounts to
fund other activities of the military services to pay for current
operations
Iraq
in
and
Afghanistan - and no more
money can be moved."
The
standoff
between
Democrats and the White House
plays well with a fiercely antiwar Democratic support base.
But it gives Bush an opportunity
to hammer Democrats for not
supporting troops, which is what
he did during his Pentagon visit.
"Let us tell our men and
women in uniform that we will
give them what they need to
succeed in their missions, without strings and without delay,"
Bush said. "I ask Congress to
provide this essential funding to
our troops before the member.
leave on their Christmas vacation."

Intel
Kroger .....

26.14 • 0.20
28.75 + 0.47
19.98 a 0.08
59.46 + 1.05
Merrk ............
.....__59.85 - 0.07
Microsoft
+ 0.23
J.C. Penney ......---45.24 + 0.71
Pepsico, Inc...._ --.76.82 a 0.28
Hirer. Inc. ---_. --23.94 a 0.34
Regions Financial
2637 + 0.95
Schering-Plough
_30.K7 a 0.25
Sears Holding Corp .m105.09+1.00
Time Warner
17.37 a 008
11,32 a 0.66
US Bancorp
UST--........
a 0.84
WellPoint Inc
84.70 4. 0.10
Wal-Mart
47.57, 6.11

financial Consultants(.-R)
Ron Arant Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
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Annual Rotary Club Christmas
Parade and breakfast Saturday

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Health
Express announces stops
The Murray-Calloway Coun- - Wal-Mart in Pans, Tenn..
Tuesday, Dec. II. 9:30 to
ty Hospital Health Express will
a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
11:30
s.
screening
glaucoma
qffer
blood pressure and pulse checks p.m. - Cadiz Baptist Church
at its stops during December. in Cadiz;
Thursday. Dec. 13, 8:30 to
GlitUCOMa, a disease of the
in
optic nerve caused by the eye's 11:30 a.m. - Dollar Store
p.m.
inability to withstand increased Puryear. Tenn.. and Ito 3
in
inner pressure, is a leading - Hazel Baptist Church
cause ot blindness in the Unit- Hazel;
Monday, Dec. 17, 8:30 to
ed States, however. it is prea.m. - George Weak's
11:30
are
following
[he
ventable
Community Center in Murray,
some glaucoma fiats:
Most types of glaucoma do for Blood Pressure screening
not have warning signs in the only.
Wednesday. Dec. 19, 8:30
early stages
A 14;recning esery two years to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
is suggested CV ell it there is p.m. - First United Methodist
Photo provided
history of glauco- Church in Murray;
110tiiiil
Thursday. Dec. 20. 8:30 to Gale Vinson, left, co-chair of the new Murray Woman's Club
Ma
It there is a family history 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 cookbook, "Recipes and Remembrances," presents Neva
glairoima. an annual screen- p.m.- Wal-Mart in Murray.
Grey Allbntten with the first cookbook for distnbution.
Additionally, MCCH Health
ing is suggested.
Vs hen detected early, glau- Express will have the follow.oma can be treated easily with ing stop offering free screenings:
special eye- drops.
Tuesday. Dec. 18, 8 a.m.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earli- to noon and 1 to 3 p.m.
The new cookbook recogThe Murray Woman's Club
est stages when there are no Free Vision/Glaucoma, Osteosymptoms of disease. If you porosis, and Blood Pressure has announced the publication nizes 100 years of involvefor of a new cookbook, •Recipes ment in community activities
are experiencing symptoms. you Screenings at the Center
Health & Wellness in Murray. and Remembrances" to cele- by presenting a brief history
should see your physician.
Also available at these brate the 100th birthday of the of the club, identifying the curDuring the month of DecemBlood club.
rent officers, former leaders
ber, the Health Express will screenings is an Occult
The club was federated in and meeting times of the departmake stops to the following Screening Kit. The cost is $4
and this screening detects blood 1907 and has continued to be ments.
location.:
All members were given the
Monday. Dec. 3. 8:30 to in the stool, which can be an recognized throughout the Keny to submit their
canopportunit
colon
of
Women's
indicator
of
early
Federation
p.m.
3
tucky
to
12:30
and
a.m.
11:30
and 475 recipes
recipes
favorite
FederGeneral
the
cer.
and
Clubs
Murray;
in
Save-A-Lot
3-ring
attractive,
the
up
the
make
on
on
with
Clubs
informati
Women's
more
For
of
3
ation
to
1
Thursday, Dec. 6.
and
dividers
with
book
binder
'Express
Health
awards.
and
honors
December
many
- Glendale Place in MurNeva Grey Allbritten was helpful hints.
schedule or about the screenThe books will be on dispresented the first book for
: Monday. Dec. 10, 8:30 to ings offered. call 762-1348.
distribution. She is a senior play at the Murray Woman's
11:30 ant, and 12:3010 3 p.m.
member of the Executive Board Club Christmas Open House,
at 2
of MW(' and has served as 704 Vine St., on Sunday
parliamentary advisor for sev- p.m.
eral years.

n

Christmas
The annual Rotary Club
a.m. at
Parade will start Saturday at 10
Streets,
the intersection of Main and 10th
Murray, and continue down to the court
square where Santa Claus wIl be in his
Saturday
house from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
p.m.
and today (Friday) from 4:30 to 7:30
etc.
This will feature floats, cars, trucks,
Also included will be several of the Humane
Society of Calloway County's pet therapy
folteams and dogs up for adoption; and
be
lowing the parade, the foster dogs will
Datebook at a special adoption event at the Calloway
By Jo Burkeen County Public Library Annex until 2 p.m.
Community
Prior to the parade from 6 to 9:30 a.m.
Editor
the
at Pagliai's Restaurant, members of
Rotary breakfast.
Rotary Club will host the 26th annual
at the door.
Tickets are $5 each and may be purchased

g reception
Art Guild plans openin
an opening reception

at the
The community is invited to
"MAG MINI"
Murray An Guild, 500 North Fourth St., for the
is a nonexhibition on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. The exhibit
he variety of
juried show with art that is representative of t
classwork done by art guild members. Work from children's
through Jan.
run
will
exhibition
The
exhibit.
on
be
also
will
es
website,
the
check
information
more
For
IS.
753-4059.
call
or
.org
yartguild
www.murra

Murray Woman's Club
presents new cookbook

I he Tiger Christmas Projet. t. sponsored by the Murray
Pamily Resource Youth semkes Center, is still seeking sponsor..
These are to provide gifts
such as clothing and toys to
those who otherwise would not
he able to celebrate due to

moms,
Mother to Mother, a support group
John's EpisSt.
at
a.m.
10:45
at
Saturday
meet
to
scheduled
is
prizes.
copal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door
For
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome.
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Soup supper will be today

First Christian and First Baptist Churches will join togeththe old
er to serve a soup supper today from 5 to 8 p.m. in
Murpost office building at South Fourth and Maple Streets,
with
ray. A bowl of chili, vegetable soup or bean soups
cornbread and drink will be only V: and bags of homemade
be
cookies, brownies and fudge with two pieces per bag will
supsold for 50 cents. All proceeds will be donated to help
port the Mun-ay-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center.

luncheon on Monday
to have an accurate

County we need
Calloway
The
Retired Teachers Association count. You may call 753-1566
to be
will meet Monday at 11:30 to verify your intention
a.m. at the Murray Woman's present."
The CCRTA is made up of
Club hou.se. A catered meal
members from the Murray Indewill be served.
Special entertainment will pendent School System, Calbe presented by the Chorus of loway County School System
the Music Department of the and Murray State University
as well as retirees from other
Murray Woman's Club.
Janice Rose. president of states who have moved to Calthe association, said "First time loway County.
attendees are our guests, but

Theatres
1006 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

moment
,Make-Up

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC.6

moviesinmurray.com

Enchanted
PG - 125 - 345 - 7:00 - 9:15
Mr. Magorium's
'
G - 1:10 - 7:10
American Gangster
R - 3:15 - 9:10
e Mist

Rep. Cherry will speak
to area state retirees
All retirees of the Kentucky
PADUCAH, Ky. -- The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard.
Public Retirees will meet Thurs- Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
day at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, Hickman, Graves, Marshall and
the
1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paduc- McCracken counties, and
Kentucky State Police Retireah.
Rep. Mike Cherry will be ment System ar eencourage to
attend.
the guest speaker.
For information call 1-270This will be a combined
luncheon anti business meet- 898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.
ing.

(BY APPOINTMENT)

293-0351
• EYELINER
• LIPLINER
• EYEBROW

R - 115. 3.50 - 7 20 - 9 511
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT IS SUN ONLY

Elizabeth Kim
Designs
•ALTERATIONS
•DRESS DESIGNS

August Rush
PC - 12 55 - 3.20 - 7.15 - 9:35
Fred Claus
}k. 1.30 - 3.55 - 7 05 • 9:25
Bee Movie
PG - 1 35 - 3.40.6:55 - 8:50
Beowulf
PG13• 1.05•3:30• 7:30-9:45

.nnouncernen1

II

lton
Cody Cavitt Hami
of 137 Gene Adams

Rd.,
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Hamilton
Martin. Tenn.. are the parents of a son. Cody Cavitt Hamilton. bum on Tuesday. Nov. 27. 2007 at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield, Ky. The mother is the former Christina

/502 Sycamore St.
Murray, Kl
1

Dunn.
Grandparents are Roy Gene and Cecilia Dunn of Murray.
Ks.. and Jerry and Margaret Hamilton of Clarksville. Tenn.
Maternal great-grandparents are John B. and Margaret Cavitt
of Murray

1753-9533

CHORAL EVENSONG
Grace Episcopal
it South Poplar .Street
in downtown Parir
1unday. December at coo pm

Serendipity Now
Ap
re
Squa
on the

Everyone is welcome!

Featuring:
'Replica Designer Handbags
'Sunglasses & Accessories
'Quilted Floral Bags & Backpacks
'Tiffany Sterling Silver Jewelry
'Seasonal Decor
•MUCH MORE!!

;nice Episcopal Cbtsrch invites you to a beautiful
choral service Ibis Sunday eveximit at c:00The service, called Evensong, is an ancient
collection of hymns, canticles, prayers. and scripture

readings. Evensong is a simple yet powerful way to
begin celebrating Advent, the holy season of hope,
anticipation, and preparation before Christmas

C(151QM MONOGRAMMING AVAILABLE'

t'race Church is honored to host the gifted choir of
Si. Elizabeth's Episcopal Church from Bartlett,TN,
for this holy night of beautiful music.

(270) 761-BAGS (2247)
109 S. 4th St. • Court Square • Murray

•

Hours Mon.-Fri 9-5, Sat. 9-2
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to meet
Mother to Mother Group
for breastfeeding

Tiger Christmas Project
needs more sponsors
Retired teachers will have
their hardships.
Tiger Christmas relies on
donations from the community to support students and their
families experiencing economic hardships.
If you are interested in sponsonng a child, family or a gift
card/monetary donation, contact
the Murray FRYSC office at
753-4363

the
of

Shower planned for fire victims

A household and personal shower for Bobby and Laura
Stewart whose home was destroyed by fire on Oct. 18, will
be Saturday from I to 3 p.m. at the Dexter Community Center at Dexter. For more information or to make a donation
contact Asia Burkeen at 437-4331.

Special event to be held Sunday
The Murray Woman's Club will have its annual "Holiday
Open House and Concert" on Sunday at 2 p.m. at the club
house at 704 Vine St., Murray. Featured will be music by the
Chorus of the Music Department of the MWC and the choirs
from Calloway County High School and Murray High School.
A social hour will follow the program. The newly published
cookbooks by the club will be on display. Tracey Bernard Wortham,
club president, and Gale Vinson, club first vice president, invite
the public to attend this special program.

sale
Kiwanis holding Christmas tree
selling Christmas

The Kiwanis Club of Murray is presently
trees which are Scotch pines from northern Indiana at the lot
is
on North 12th Street between Arby's and Boone's. The lot
open from noon to 6 p.m. during the week and until 6 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday. The money raised from this project
helps the children in the community.

ay
'Birthday Party for Jesus' Saturd
a "Birthday

First Baptist Church of Murray will sponsor
Party for Jesus" in the fellowship hall of the church on South
Fourth Street on Saturday immediately following the Christmas
Parade. Activities are geared for children, ages 4 through 12
(preschool through 6th grade). It will follow a "Wise Men"
theme with a variety of games for the children to play, a
('hnstmas video and birthday cake and treats (including a small
advent calendar for each family). The event is free and the
public is invited.

Bingo for MHS Booster Club Saturdaywill

The Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd.. Murray,
sponsor Bingo Saturday. A portion of the proceeds will benefit the Murray High School Athletic Booster Club. Doors will
open at 4:30 p.m. with concessions available. Bingo will begin
at 6 p.m.

'Nutcracker' presentation tonight

"Nutcracker" will be presented tonight at 7:30 in the Murray State University Lovett auditorium by the Jackson Purchase Dance Company. No reservations are needed and tickets
at $8 for adults and $6 for students under the age of 16 will
be available at the door starting at 7 p.m., according to Karen
Balzer. JPDC artistic director. For information call 767-0579.

Glory Bound will be tonight

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Beth
Ingram, Tarnished Gold, and Echoes From Calvary. There is
no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail gloryboundtghotmail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

'Live Nativity Scenes' at center
"Live Nativity Scenes" will be shown inside of the Murray State University Exposition Center on College Farm Road
tonight and Saturday from 6 to 9 p.m. each night. This will
include live camels and refreshments. Sponsoring the event
are United Methodist Churches of Calloway County.

CCHS Drama Club plans programs

The Calloway County High School Drains Club will present -The Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged"
comedy tonight and Saturday at 7 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday afternoons at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5 adult and $3 student
and can be purchased at the door. The public is invited.
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Kappa Tour of Homes discussed
by Reed at November meeting

at the
INI"
nonety of
classh Jan.
ebsite,

Steven Reed talked about
the 2007 Annual Kappa Tour
of Homes at the November
meeting of the Kappa Department of the Mun:ay Woman's
Club held at the club house.
The tour will be on Sunday, Dec. 9, from I to 4 p.m.
at the following homes:
Larry and Teresa Enoch. 804
Olive St.; Nathan and Kendra
Higdon, 103 Saratoga Dr.;
Steven and Richard Reed, 311
North Fifth St.; and Rickie and
Christi Spann, 122 Saratoga
Dr.
Tickets are $7 in advance
and $8 at the door. Persons
may come and go at the homes
during the afternoon hours.
Hostesses for the November meeting were Laura
Dziekonski, Rosemary Graham,
Cathy Mathis and Vicky Holton.
The Kappa Department will
have its annual Christmas dinner on Tuesday at 6 p.m. at
the home of Janet Henley.
Hostesses will be Dorinda
Craig, Martha Roberts, Cathy
Pig& Kela Craig, Felicia Myers
and Jamie Helton.

Photo provided
Serving as hostesses at the November meeting of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left,
Diane Curtis, Laura Dziekonski, Vicky Holton and Rosemary
Graham.

Photo provided
DEDICATION: Members of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the
American Revolution are pictured as they dedicated a DAR marker to the tombstone
of Loree
Strader Doyle, deceased member of the chapter. Pictured from left are Margaret
Crawford,
Verona Grogan, Evelyn Jones, Laura Steele, Angelia Thltimpson, Sandra Thompson,
Myra
King and Barbara Lockard. Markers were also dedicated on the monuments
of Clover
Lockhart and Jan Wilson, deceased members.

Center for Health & Wellness will host educational events
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The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering educational events during the month
of December, which will be
offered to members, MurrayCalloway Coiunty Hospital
employees, as well as the general community.
The Center for Diabetes will
offer a Diabetes Support Group
for Kids on Saturday from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at
the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. Attendees are
encouraged to wear comfortable clothing, bring a swimsuit, bring medications/syringes
in original prescription bottles,
and bring a blood glucose monitor with supplies. Items to
treat low blood sugar reactions
will be provided. For more
information, contact Tara Shelton at 762-1806.
The
Miracle
Moments
Maternity Center will offer Prepared Childbirth Classes at the
Center for Health & Wellness
classroom on Monday nights,
Dec. 3, 10, and 17 from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m. Pre-registration is
required for all the classes.
Fore more information, or to
arrange for a personalized tour
of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to pre-register for
any of the classes, call Elizabeth Khadem at 762-1940.
The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in the Center for Health

& Wellness elassroom.The
classes will be on Tuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 4 and 5 and
again Tuesday and Wednesday.
Dec. 18 and 19 from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. These two day
classes help create awareness
on the latest diabetic treatments and self-management
techniques available. For more
information, or to sign up for
the classes, call 762-1806 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 1806.
There will be an AARP Driver's Safety Course II at the

Center for Health & Wellness
Classroom on Wednesday, Dec.
12 from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
class is limited to 25 people.
The cost is $10 ($2 if you are
a Prime Life member). Preregistration is required for this
class. For more information
or to register, call 762-1348.
Go Nuts During the Holidays! Join registered dietitian,
Rebecca Wright, MS, RD, LD
in a lively discussion about
including heart healthy nuts in
your holiday parties and din-

ners. This 30 minute education session will be held on
Thursday. Dec. 13 from noon
to 12:30 p.m. For more information or to sign up, call 7621348.
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering free
monthly screenings on Tues-

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

All Day Saturday, December 1st
Sunday Afternoon, December 2nd
Join usfor Holidayfood,
special sales andfabulousfinds.

rday

50% off

$29.99

Misses Holiday Blouses
Reg $48-$54

50% off

Misses Christmas Sweaters
Reg. $48558

Ladies Robes
Keg. t40 $72

8096 off
Juniors V-Neck
Stripe Sweater
Beg $38

Friday, Nov. 30
Saturday, Dec. 1
Saturday, Dec.8
Saturday, Dec. 15
Saturday, Dec. 22, 10:30 am-1:30 pm
oleo
Sunday, Dec. 23, 1:30 pm-3:30 pm
Monday, Christmas Eve,11:00 am-2:00 pm
,laigefroftr

Ntweirtber .30, 20(17

CAROLS OF LIGHTS - 5:00 PM
In front of tree on court square

DICKENS SQUARE - 5:30 PM
Court Square/Miller Annex

SANTA IN HIS HOUSE ON THE SQUARE
ARTISTS/CRAFTER!.
STORYTELLING, MUSIC & MUCH MORE
COZY CRTTTERS PONY RIDES

HOMEMADE SOUP & BAKED GOODS
KELSO'S CARRIAGE RIDES
YOUTH ART CONTEST

VISIT DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
for special discounts and giveaways!
will presAbridged"
y and Sun$3 student
nvited.

Thanks You Sponors!

Buy One Get One FR55
Young Mens, Mena & Juniors
Sweatshirts & Windshirts
Reg $38$e8

40% off
Mens Chaps
ENT= STOCK
Keg $42$S5

$19.99

50% off

Juniors
Fashion Jackets
Reg $42 $54

$14.99

Ladles Leather
Handbags
Reg to $84

Mena Long Sleeve
Fine Gauge Knits
Reg. $49.95

Misses Calvin Klein
Denim Jeans
Reg $69-$79.50

$19.99
Juniors
Fashion Denim
Reg to $88

$9.99

$19.99

Ladies Brushed Cold
Weather Mufflers
Reg. $28

Mens Izod bong
Sleeve Pique Fobs
Reg. $42 $50

$14.99

$14.99

Misses Cowl Neck
Sweaters
Reg $.38

Juniors
Fashion Sweaters
Reg. $38

$4.99

$19.99

COME VISIT SANTA IN HIS HOUSE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES:

be tonight
Methodist
11 be Beth
. There is
be accept3, Renee
ail glory-

day, Dec. 20 from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m. in the Center for Health
& Wellness Classroom. For
more information, contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
For more information on programs or free screenings at the
Center for Health & Wellness,
call 762-1348.

ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS
OPIIINOUSE

rray, will
ill beners will
ill begin

the Murkson Purd tickets
f 16 will
to Karen
67-0579.

day. Dec. 18 from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. for blood pressure, osteoporosis, vision and glaucoma.
For more information or to set
up an appointment,call the Center for Health & Wellness at
762-1348.
The Stroke/Head injury Support Group will meet on Thurs-

Ladies Cozy Socks Mens Tie Gift Box Set
Solids, Stripes dr more Tie. cufflinks dr ud o,rviJ,
Beg. $12
Reg $35

$14.99

50% off

50% off

Misses Selma Cury
Full Zip Cardigan

Kids Collegiate'llses,
Sweatshirts &sets
Reg $18 562

$99

Young Mens
Vintage Denim
Reg $48,$68

Mens Plush Wool
Topcoats

$24.99

$9.95

Girls Christmas
Sweaters
Beg $48

$9.99

Webkinz & LIPKinz
Selection varies by store
Reg $9 95 $1296

$99

Young Mens
Micro Fleece
Reg. $35

Mena Super 100
Suits
Ong $295
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Join us in Celebrating 100 Years with our
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FRIDAY STARING AT 6 P.M.
The Most Incredible low Prices on the Best Holiday Gift Items.

But it's Only for 100 Minutes, so Hurry in for the Best Deals!!

NA • 1. rtday, Nutetuber 30, 2007
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worekup
Set 900 a m
sabboth School
Sat 10 15•ni

AINILICIII
MT MAWS ANGLICAN CHURCH
'4)4 Mayfield Sigh... Iliseass. KY 4A126
iN)617 OM
'irrykte
11101.1•M
low Day Service mewl the Kan. 252 SSW

APOSTOLIC
API/WOLK: HOME FELLOWSHIP
!quo am
liaeadai
6 45 p m
Thurada
6 45 p m

11/11111131MILICI W ISI
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30• m
Sunday Evening Worship 600 p m
Wednesday Bible Study
700 pm
UMW,
'
BLOOD RIVER
Mortung Worship
II 00 am
Evening Worship
ri 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship

10 m
Ilam & p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45• m
Morning Service.
II 00•in
iien
Evening
6 00 pm
DEXTER BAPIIST l'HURCH
Wedneaday Service
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 00• m
Wonthip Service
11 0(1• m
Sunday Night
600 pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
900 a m
Worship
10 00 a in & 6 00 p
pleolu p Training
500 p fl
EIMMANIJEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
1000• it,
Morning Worship
1100 a rn
Afternoon Worship
600 p iii
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7 00 p m

FArra

BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II 00• m
Evening Worehip
6(X) p m
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
sanda, srld,1
jul41 a n.
Worship
1100ani & 600pm
Wedneaday
7 00 p M
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a Ill
Worship 14 30 & ll).'cSam & 6 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000• m
Morning Worship
11 00 a rri
Evening Worship
6 45 p it,
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday Sr boil
9 30•ni
Worship
104.5• m
GRA('E RAP'TIST
Sunday Sa hool
9 30• in
Worahip
1045am & 6 pm
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Surydny School
10 am
Morning Worship
II am & p rn
Wednesday
7 p in
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worehip
MIStS 15 & 10 30• m
Sun School,
00. 9 15 & 10 30• rn
Evening Worship
6(6) p
Wednesday W.kr•ill p
7 pm

rutwr

HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
3:34) a in
Worship
Ill -Slam & 6 30 p
Chun), Training
5 :10 p in
Wedneadav Worahip
7 00 p

LONE OAS PRIMMVE
1st Sundry
2-00 p Ri
3rd Sunday
2 00 p
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 •ro
Evening Worship
6.00 pm
MOIJNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30• m
Wor•hip
1100am
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
II 00• m
Evening Worship
600 p in
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000a ro
Evening Worship
600 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
Ilam &hp in
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10. Ri
Worship
II • rn & 7pm
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Preaching
II 00• m
Prayer Service
6.30 p in
Church
600 p
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10•in
Woratup 8 45 am 3. lain & 6 p
SALEM ItAPTIPIT
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Worship
Wo
10 30• m &6poi
Wed Night Bible Study
700 p in
stArrra GROVE
Sunday School
9.45 a in
Worship Service
1045 a ni
Evening Woriihip
600 p iii
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7 00 p in
Prayer & Fading for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p ni •10 pin
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
100 ni
Worship
11 am & 6 pni
Wedneeday
7 p in
SOUTII MARSHALL
Sunday School
10• to
Worship
Ilam.630 pin
Wednesday
7 p in
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a it
Worahip Service,
10 ni
Ihiscipleithip Training
6 p in
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

LEI/BETTER MD9410NARY BAPTIST
Sunday. School
I) 19) a nt
Preic hind
b issi m
Wednesday Night
7 011 p m
LIGHTHOUSE /tAPTIST(BURCH
Sunday Suleiel
1)00• in
Worship
/ I a ro &hpm
Wednesday Worship
7 161 p rn

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday Schist/
10 am
Worships
II ain Atipm
Wednesday
7 p ni
WEST FORK
Morning Worsh p
1100am
Wednesday Evening
715) p in
Sunday Even ng
6(9) p
WE/11'041DR RAPTI/4T CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a
li) 30• m &6pni
Wednesday
7p m
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a rn
Vionship
am •6 pni
Wednesday
7pm
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday
wor.h Sch...I
HI• ni
II a in & 6 p m
Wednesday
p in

CATOSLIC
NT. HENRY CATHOUC CHURCH
Saturday Ma.
4 00 p in
Sunday Mama
10:9) a in
WT. LEO CA'THOIJC CHURCH
Saturday Ma.
6(M) p in
Sunday Masiwe
is•m &Ilarn

IAX'UTIT GROVE
Sunday School
100(1 a ni
Morning Worship
/lam &Spin
Wednesday Worship
7)44) p ni

CUMIN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a ni &6prn
Bible Study Sunday
10 a in
Bible Study Wednesiday
7 pm
FIRST ICHIUMTIAN
Sunday S•19.91
34)9) a in
14'onihip Servo..
10 15 a ni
MURRAY CHIHRTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9 30•m
Wiirahip
10 30. m
EvertIng Mery s•
6414, p

CIESTIAll MOIR MOMS
stools. Si haul
Reading Rom leery Wed
W ...ineeday

During my teenage years,
we used to have a name for
someone who was always
asserting to know everything — he or she was a
"know-it-all." Whenever a
various discussion got a little heated, it would quite
often end with someone
being called a "know-itall." I once heard it said
that "being right all of the
time can be awfully lonely."
Being human, we have to
accept that it is normal to
make mistakes, and perhaps it is even possible to be
wrong once in a while. No one likes a person that is
constantly letting us know, especially in a condescending manner, that their way of thinking is always
right. -There is nothing wrong with being right; it is
how we reflect our way of thinking to others. A skillful conversationalist can express ideas and get his
way of thinking across without offending anyone.
Once you have offended or hurt someone, it is difficult, if not impossible to make them see your side of
an argument. God wants us to treat others as we
would like to be treated, and being considerate of
one's feelings reflects the love of God.
A gentle answer quiets anger,
hut a harsh one stirs it up.

940•in
II ant

aarnaT

HILLTOP
Sunday School
1000 a tli
Wonship Serene 11 00•m & 6 p nt
Wednesday
7 00 p in
KIIUISElf BAPTIST
Monona Worship
1100•in
Aisi•na
5 30-7 30 p m
Training t.(11011
Fs 45 p rn
Evening Worship
:K) p in

Know-it-ails

30 a iL
12.1 pm
7 it p 61

CHOICE OF caRisir
AU40('HL'Itt•H OE i. nitisi
Bible Saud/
900 a RI
ii ..g)• in
Morning Worship
Evening Worsh
00 pin

Good News Bible Proverbs

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
M oo ng Worship
10'15 a.m.
Evening Worithip
600 p m
Wed Bible Study
TOO p m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9•30 a in
Worahip
10 30 a m & 600 p m
Wedneeiday
7-00 p.m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000•m
Morning Worship
1100• m
Sunday Night
600 .in
Wednesday Night
7.00 pin
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10.00 in
Morning Service
10 45 a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p in
Wednesday Worship
745) p rn
HAZEL CHURCH OE CHRIST
Bible Study
900 a in
Mortung Worship
9 50 a m
Evening Windup
6-00 p m
Mid Week Worship
700 p m
III('IORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Clas,
900•m
Morning Worwhip
1000 a m
Weilneaday Night
700pm
EIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 am
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Esening Worship
7010 pm
Sunday & Wedneadnys
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
11) 00 am
Morning Worship
/1 00 a iv
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

15:1

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
GLE:saux ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worxhip
5am.9 am & 6 pm
Bible Study
1015•m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
law a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
UNIVERSITY
Bible (lames
900• m
Worship
/0,00 ism & 500p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Wordup
10.50 a in
Evening Worship
600 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9 00 a m
Evening
600 p.m
Wednesday
7.00 p.m

coma winscuorr
SF LAM WIsaws
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10 00• m
Sunday Schian
11 11)•In
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 pm

EPISCOPAL
NT. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Winship
10 30 a m
Sunday School
900 a in
Sunday Worship
500 p in
Tuesday
12 00 p m

011111131E111111111T

NEW CONCORD
Worithip
950 am & 6 pm
Bible 'houses
9• in
Wednesday
7 p in

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
1030• m
Children's Sunday School 1100•in

NEW PROVIDENCE
NIA. Study
900 a m
Wo”hip
10 00• m & 6 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
7'00 p m

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
1000• m
Worship
1100•m

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Winship
10 45 a ni
EY ening Wi.r•top
6 00 pvi

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Windup
10 00•in
WedneedaN Home Groups 600 p in

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Dienday• Bible Study
7 p.m
Saturdnya Spiritual "hawing 6 I,0
Saturdays CelebraUon Service 7 p in
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSILERLY
Thursday Night
7,00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10,00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7,00 p.m.
UNITY OF Farm FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wedneeday
7 p m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9 30 a.m.
Worship
II 30 a m & 7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p in
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
i nut. rent it Lynn Grove
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship
1045 a.m
Evening Service
7.30 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Frame and Worstup 10 • Fit & 6 p m
Wednesday Family Training
7 pm
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN mama
Sundays
1030 a m
Wedneedays
7,00 p.m
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore St
10,00 ern & 5,00 p.m

Sunday.

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School
1015 urn
Worship
11,00 •.m
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11 00 a in
Wedneeday Evening
6 30 p m

1113111111111111 WffftSUS
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 am
Watchtower Study
10:30 •.m

LOTEICEIW
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m
Worship
10:30 a in

BETITEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10,30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00 am.
lot & 3rd Sun. Night
6-00 p m.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8'50o in
Sunday School
9:50 a.m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNTIED
('onternporary Service
9,00 a.m.
Bible Study
1000 a.m
Regular Worship
1100 a.m
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
845 & 11 a.m
Sunday School
9,50 •.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11,00 a.m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
900 a.m
Morning Worship
1000 •.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Morning Worship
9,45 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10,00 •.m
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m

MT.CARMEL
Worship
1000 &Al
Sunday School
11:00 am.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10-00 a m.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000•m.
Worship
II 00 a in.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
930 a in.
Sunday School
1100am
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45•In
Morning Worship
10 45 a m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
9-00 a m
Preaching
10 00 a m

WAIVES CHAPEL MOE CHURCH
Sunday School
1000.m.
Morning Service
11 000 m

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday Sch.,'
9,45
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
003 p to.
Wednesday Worship
6 *I p in

a.m.

PZIITECOSTAL

Owe
Church

BE'THEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Church
11.00 a m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
500 p in
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 am. & 6:30 p.m.
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7.00 p m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
MOO a.m.
Wednesday Worship
7,00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship
II am & 7 pm.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6,00 p.m.
Worship
1030 a.m 3.6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p in
Wednesday
7 p in.
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a in
Worship
10,50 a.m & 6'p.m
Wedn.day Worship
7 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
1100-7,30 p m.

PIESSIMESIAll
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worahip
1045 a m

EMMY UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 •.m

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a in
Worship Service
11.00 a.m.

LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
9700 a.m
Morning Worship
9:30 a.in

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
900 ern
Sunday School
10.30. in

OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship Service
11 am &6pm

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 ism
Morning Worship
1100 ant
Wednesday Youth Service 6.30 p.m

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10,00
Worship
11130 a.m. & 630 pm

..m

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
F OP 0

NIF RCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lineoln•Mereury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Murray Appliance
and TV
"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St. • 753-1586

Professional Sound & Video
I Iciiriolahls• 'Si.
• Ili and 1 till %%arrant%

Iltarr .1
Over 3i) limps I ivyrieocc

NOWA Ft Et ID

CO(VIPPa INV/

Office Technology Cpecialists
1-800-858-0492
IMO State Route 45 North

I can do all things through

Thornton Tile and Marble

Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612

FIITS BLOCK /I
BEADY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I

have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 Tfmothy 4:7

11"66ER & TIMES
12701 7S3-1911I • www.murrayledgereom

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

S. 9th St.

753-5714

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here 7i,
Help Yours.
1707 W. Mai• Marne•2704511962

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a

Personal Touch

200 S. fah St.• Murray, KY •(2711)7M-9500

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3
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Owens Chapel Baptist Church
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Owens
Chapel
Baptist
Church, located on Ky. 783
North (Airport Road) in Calloway County will have a dedication service and open house
on Sunday.
The new building was completed and the first service was
on Sept. 28. The structure has
nine classrooms, an office, restroom facilities and a sanctuary which triples the seating
capacity of the old building.

CHURCHES
The construction project was
overseen by Gary Sanderson
Construction out of Mayfield;
but many hours were donated
by the Blood River Baptist
Builders, Christian friends of
the community and church
members.
The dedication day will be

1- 11ZS I. CHRIS' IAN CHURCH
\tt
1‘.1 \ I I

Celebrating

The Season
Concert featuring Dr,
Hanging of the Greer

•Sunday, Dec. 16

Ctlr,,,tm&, Eve( ndteiqit Set ,

1 K,

.00 a m
00 a m

Sunday beginning with Sunday School at 10 a.m, followed by the worship and dedication service with Bro. James
Stom, pastor, bringing the message.
A noon meal will be provided and there will be special singing in the afternoon featuring The Liberty Boys. The
public is invited to all services of the church.
Weekly service times at the
church are Sunday School at
10 a.m., Sunday worship services at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
and Wednesday Night Prayer
and Bible Study at 7 p.m.

Dexter-Hardin
Methodists plan
anniversary event

•Sunday, Dec.?

• Monday, Dec. 24

30 a m
45 a m

University Church of Christ

In our

00 a 111
p.m
7 p.m
RD
II a m
30 p m

II See Page 10A

Owens Chapel Baptist Church plans Why does living right seem
so hard?
dedication and open house Sunday
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at

am

6pm

Various churches
have the second service. Kristen nance of The Lord's Supper will
released information concern- Shepard will give the chil- be observed
at both morning
ing their worship services for dren's message at both serv- services.
The sanctuary choir
the coming weekend as fol- ices. Lighting the Advent Can- will sing
"In Remembrance".
lows:
dle will be Tiffany and worth at the second service. Mar:
First United Methodist: Shemwell at the early service garet Wilkins
and Eleanor Spoi
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, and Chris and Vanessa Andrews will be
accompanists. Assist:
will speak about "Into the Mess at the second service. Acolytes ing will
be Boyd Smith, minof It All" with scripture from will be Julie Revell and Dylan ister to
students, Tim Greer
Jeremiah 23:5-6 and Luke 2:1- Boone with Jennifer Revell as and Fred
Stalls, deacons, Herb
(5 at the early light worship serv- acolyte parent. Sunday School Edrninster
and Wilma Beatty.
ice at 8:45 a.m. and the tra- will be at 9:50 a.m. The pre- Sunday
School will be at 9:45
ditional worship service at 11 vious week's service is tele- a.m. and
University Worship
a.m. Marcia Koenecke will be vised on New Wave at 11 a.m. at 8 p.m.
assistant lay leader for the first and on Murray Electric at 12:30
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
service and Jim Stabler for the p.m.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
second service. Dr. Pamela
First Baptist: Dr. Allan speak about "Your King Is
Wurgler is music director and Beane will speak about Coming to You,
Humble" with
Joan Bowker is organist. Pam "Thoughts to Ponder at The scripture
from Matthew 21:5
Collins and Gary Vacca are in Lord's Table" at the 8:30 and at the 10:30
a.m. First Suncharge of music for the first 10:55 a.m, worship services. day in Advent
Sunday worservice. The chancel choir will He will also speak at the 6
sing "Advent Proccessional" at p.m. worship service. The ordi-

I 1. • I I

\

}flirt

I

Dexter-Hardin
United
Methodist Church will be celebrating 40 years on Sunday.
Bro. Richard Burkeen, pastor, will speak at the II a.m.
worship service.
A potluck meal will be
served after the service in the
Family Life Center.
The public is invited. For
more information call Bro. Burkeen at 1-270-227-2318.

02/0) /b,1-.173.24
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•See Page 10A
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Question: Why does the
Closely associated with
although Jesus "was a son,
Christian life sometimes
our efforts to overcome
he learned obedience from
become so difficult that we
Satan's attacks is the human
what he suffered and, once
want to give up?
tendency to forget God and
made perfect, he became the
Answer: Satan, the ruler
to attempt to handle difficulsource of eternal salvation
of this dark world, is at the
ties by our own wisdom and for all who obey him"
root of most of our troubles
strength (Mark 10:24-27).
(Hebrews 5:8-9). Peter later
in this world (John 12:31Jesus overcame the world
added: "you greatly rejoice,
32; Ephesians 6:12). He
(John 16:33) and offered his
though now for a little while
uses every subtlety imaginahelp to us, saying, 'Come to you may have had to suffer
ble to undermine our faith
me, all you who are weary
grief in all kinds of trials.
and to seduce us away from
and burdened, and I will
These have come so that
our Lord. The apostle Peter
give you rest. Take my
your faith — of greater
wrote: "Be self-controlled
yoke upon you and learn
worth than gold, which perand alert. Your enemy the
from me, for I am gentle
ishes even though refined by
devil prowls around like a
and humble in heart, and
fire — may be proved genroaring lion looking for
you will find rest for your
uine and may result in
someone to devour. Resist
souls. For my yoke is easy
praise, glory and honor whed
him, standing firm in the
and my burden is light"
Jesus Christ is revealed" (1 :
faith, because you know that (Matthew 11:28-30). We
Peter 1:6-7).
your brothers throughout the
have also been assured that
Finally, each of us must
world are undergoing the
"God is faithful; he will not
decide whether to serve
same kind of sufferings" (1
let you be tempted beyond
Jesus only because he keeps
Peter 5:8-9).
what you can bear. But
us from difficulties in life,
However, Jesus came into
when you are tempted, he
or to serve him because he
our world and launched a
will also provide a way out
is the Son of God. Job
major counterattack against
so that you can stand up
said, —Though he slay me,
Satan and his evil purposes.
under it" (1: Corinthians
yet will I hope in himr (Job
At the beginning of his min- 10:13).
13:15). He chose to trust i
istry, Jesus personally faced
But there is also another
God instead of his own wisSatan's temptations and never side to our difficulties as
dom and power. Evidently
gave in (Matthew 4:141).
Christians. Sometimes the
he understood what the New
In the following three years,
Lord uses our trials in life
Testament stated many years
he provided proof that his
to discipline and strengthen
later, "And we know that in
power is greater that Satan's
us (Romans 5:3-5; Hebrews
all things God works for the.
by casting demonic forces
12:1-11). Athletes have the
good of those who love him,
from their strongholds in
saying, "No pain, no gain"
who have been ca/led
human lives (Matthew 4:24;
because they know that the
according to his purpose"
8:16). Finally, Jesus took
difficulties of exercise make
(Romans 8:28).
Satan's strongest blow in
them stronger. The Hebrew
death on a Roman cross; but writer said, "No discipline
Send questions or comhe gained victory over Satan
seems pleasant at the time,
ments to University Church
through his resurrection from
but painful. Later on, howev- of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murthe dead. Now, through per- er, it produces a harvest of
ray, KY 42071 or phone
severance in faith we can
righteousness and peace for
753-1881. This article is
also overcome Satan's attacks those who have been trained
reproduced on the web:
and gain eternal victory (1
by it" (Hebrews 12:11).
www.nchrist.org .
Corinthians 15:55-58).
We are also told that

00 a in
00 a

in

Li
I00 a in
pm

-00 a in
30 p in
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Coldwater United
`"-•`-'-'
Methodist Churchn4

Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church

Schedule Events December 2007

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

December 9th Christmas Program At Coldwater United Methodist Church

Celebrating nearly 100 years ofserving God, the family
of Coldwater United Methodist Church invites you to join us
as we commemorate ourfirst year in our renovated church.
Please join usfor a special day of activities on
Sunday, December 2nd!

Schedule of Events
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Lunch
Special Music
Featuring THE SMITH BROTHERS

Weekly Services
Early Fellowship Sunday Morning
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wednesday Night Choir
Wednesday Fellowship Meal
Wednesday Bible Study

to a.m.
11 a.m.
12 nO0r)
2 p.m.

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
us for Worship!

Renovate Your Life at the
Coldwater United Methodist Church
Everyone Welcome!
8317 State Route 121 North, Murray, Kentucky 42071

Phone: 270-489-2371
www.coldwaterchurch.org

8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:45 p.m.
7:15 p.m.

..-

•

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor

off4
,•,-.44ts

"a church with an early service
in a country setting"

located in Lynn Grove
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
Parsonage: 489-2371
E-mail: cwIg-umcftetzero.net
Website: www.gbgmumc.orgilynngrove

WORSHIP
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.Bulletins
lure from Romans- /3:11-12 at
From Page 9A
ship service. Holy Communion the 10:45 a.m. worship servwill be celebrated with Fred ice. Todd E. Hill is choir direcBless as elder. Sunday School tor with Lee Kern as pianist
and Adult Bible Class will be and Kale Dunn. flautist. The
choir will sing "Conic Flood
at 9 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist: This Heart." Lighting the
Rev. Mark Eerhean. pastor, advent candle will be Bob
will speak about "Happiness Goble and Carla Johnson.
is an Inside Job" with scrip- Assisting will be Rev. David
ture from Isaiah 2:1-5 at the Montgomery, co-pastor, litur9 a.m worship service with gist; Eva Hopkins, Elizabeth
Gilliam and Sam and Bonnie
Tom Villafor as the pastors
McNeely as ushers; and Roger
assistant Marlene Beach and
Weis, George Kipphut. ShanPat Brunn will be greeters.
non Kipphut. Michael BelchServing as acolytes will be
er. Carol Allen and Sallie Guy,
Nicholas Brunn and Teela
communion servers. Sunday
Etheridge. Children's church
School will be at 9:30 a.m.,
will be directed by Pat Brunn.
Session meeting at noon and
April Arnold will direct the
Korean Worship at 4 p.m.
choir as they sing "What Child
University
Church
of
Is this featuring Tom and
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minDebbie Villator and Mark and
ister. will speak about "Joshua:
Dawn Earhean with Pat Brunn,
From the Heart Part 2" with
Renee Doyle and Carla Halkias
scripture from Joshua 24 at
accompanists.
as
Sunday
the 10 a.m, worship service.
School with Bob West as superRichard Youngblood, minister,
intendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
will speak at the 5 p.m. servThe youth and adults of Goshen
ice followed by a church-wide
and Kirksey churches will meet
fellowship meal. Assisting Sunat Goshen at 6 p.m. for movie
day morning will be Jim Feltnight. The youth will meet in
ner, Greg DeLancey and Jerry
the family fellowship center.
Stark. Danny Claiborne is worGlendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale. minister, ship leader and Roy Hawkins
is youth and family minister.
will speak about "Dedication
and Rededication" with scrip- Bible classes will begin at 9
ture from Acts 8:13-24 at the a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
9 a.in worship service and
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
Andy Connelly will speak at
speak about "God Wants You"
the 6 p.m. worship service.
with scripture from Romans
Leading the song service will
be Todd Walker, associate min- 13:11-12 at the 10:15 a.m.
worship service. Mark Dycus
ister. Also assisting will be
is minister of music with Julie
Garry Evans. involvement minister. Nick Hutchens. youth Warner, Donnie Hendrix and
Judith Hill as accompanists.
minister. Logan Dodd, Connie
Webb, Ted Howard. Arlie TIp chancel choir will sing
here Will We Find Him?"
D'Elia, Andrew Falwell, Logan
Assisting will be Mike RidWallace. Tony Kelly. Ryan
ley, worship leader. Dan ParkKelly and Fred Douglas. A short
worship service will he at 5 er and Amy Roos, elders, and
Ron Melone. Vera Melone.
a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
Jean Bennett, Lyn Ryan and
a.m. The churchwide potluck
will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at Fran Miller. diaconate.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
the church.
Dennis Norvell. pastor, will
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor. will speak about -The Family Tree
of Jesus- with scripture from
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
Matthew 1:1,17 at the 8:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servand II a.m, worship services
ices. His evening service will
and Jamie Hughes. associate
be special emphasis on Lottie
pastor. will speak about "By
Moon and Russia. Jeff Prater
is minister of music with Misty Faith-Visited" with scripture
Williams and Kathy Illiveatt from Genesis 18:1-10 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Dee
as acciimpanists. Lucretia
Thompson will present special and Kathy Lipford will lead
music at the morning servic- the worship services with Hazel
es Assisting will he Randy Brandon. Susan Reynolds. Dee
Liplord and Carol Kelly as
Wilson. deacon of the week.
accompanists. Sunday School
Sunday School will he at 9:40
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
a ft
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Mane Montgomery. co- Cunningham. pastor, will speak
pastor, will speak about "Hope at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Filled Celebration" with scrip- worship services. Henry Nance

is minister of music with Onei- final in a three-an series titled
da White. Sherry Former and -The Big Three" at the II
Kathy Garrison AS accompa- a.m. worship service. Wesley
nists. Teddy Futrell will sing young is in charge of praise
a solo at the evening hour. and worship with special
Eddie Morris will give the singing by the Calvary Choir
children's sermon and Brian followed by communion servSteward is minister of youth. ice. Sunday School for all ages
Assisting will be James Rose, will begin at 10 a.m. Wednesdeacon of the week, and Jimmy day Bible Study and Youth
Kimbro. Allen Leslie and Roger Groups will meet at 7 p.m.
Fox. ushers. Sunday School will
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
be at 9:30 a.m. A church-wide Ryker Wilson, pastor. will begin
Christmas dinner will follow a four-an senes on "Tell The
the morning service.
Good News" with scripture
North Pleasant Grove from Luke 2:10-14 at the II
Cumberland Presbyterian: a.m. worship service and about
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor. "Why Do We Still Sin? Part
will speak about "To the Lords 2 of the Freedom of the Gospel
of This World" with scripture Series with scripture from
from Isaiah 45:940 at the II Romans 7 at the 6 p.m. wora.m, worship service. Camme ship service and business meetCain will be song leader with ing. Jennifer Wilson will presMargaret Nell Boyd as pianist. ent special music and Barry
Sunday School will be at 10 Thomas will give the chila.m.
dren's sermon at the morning
Bethel United Methodist: service. Sunday School for all
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, will ages will be at 10 a.m. and
speak about "Be Prepared" with Wednesday services and activscripture from I Thessalonians ities at 7 p.m.
3:11-13 at the 9:30 a.m. worHazel United Methodist:
ship service with Bobby Row- Pastor Alan Trull will speak
land as liturgist. Congregation- about "A Peace of Mind" with
al youth will be acolytes. Janne scripture from II Timothy 1:6Schroeder will lead the music 12 at the 9:45 a.m. worship
with Lavonia Rowland as service. Johnna Nance will give
pianist. Susan Evans will direct the Children's Church message
the children's time and Happy and special music will be preBynum will be greeter. Sun- sented. Toni Jones will be
day School with Gary Evans pianist and J.W. Jones as woras superintendent will be at ship leader. Sunday School will
10:30 a.m. A singing and fel- be at II a.m.
lowship meal will be at 6 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Brooks Chapel United Methodist: Pastor Alan Trull
Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones, will speak about "A Peace of
pastor, will speak about "Be Mind- with scripture from II
Prepared" with scripture from Timothy 1:6-12 at the II a.m.
Thessalonians 3:11-13 at the worship service. Jennie DickII a.m. worship service with erson, youth director, will presBob Alexander as liturgist. Con- ent the youth moments. The
gregational youth will serve choir chorus will be
"In
as acolytes. Eddie Ramsey will Moments Like These" and spelead the music with Rita Cul- cial music will be presented.
ver, Janeen Burkeen, Hansel Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt
Keith and Eugene Dick as will be accompanists. Frank
accompanists. Children's time Coles will be worship leader
will be directed by Beth More- and Jimmy Myatt will be lay
head. Marcia Crick will serve leader. The Jimmy Myatt famas greeter. Sunday School with ily will light the First Advent
Joel Jackson -as superintend- candle. Sunday School will be
ent will be at 10 a.m. and at 10 a.m. The youth will
evening service at 6.
begin their Christmas play pracColdwater Church of tice and Jeanine Cauthen will
Christ: Brad McNutt. minis- conduct a Beth Moore Bible
ter, will speak about "'Me Life study on Wednesday at 7 pin.
of Joseph" with scripture from
South Pleasant Grove UnitGenesis 37:50 at the 10:15 ed Methodist: Pastor Robert
a.m. worship service and about tenon will speak about "Christ"Establishment of the King- mas is Coming" with scripdom" with scripture from Eph- ture from Galatians 4:4-5,
esians 3:8-11 at the 6 p.m. Matthew 24:36-39, 2 Peter 3:3worship service. Kevin Smith 4 and I John 4:14 at the 10:45
will be song leader.
a.m. worship service. The scripCalvary Temple Pente- ture lesson will be from
costal: Pastor Rev. Darrell Matthew 25:1-3.
Young will be preaching the

•In Our Churches ...
From Page 9A

Coldwater United
Methodists
celebrating
anniversary
Coldwater United Methodist
Church will celebrate its fina
anniversary in the newly renovated building on Sunday.
Regular services will be Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
worship with Rev. Tim Palmer,
pastor, as speaker.
A celebration dinner will
follow the worship services.
Special singing in the after-

mum will leature the Smith
Brothers.
The public is invited. For
more information call Tim
Palmer at 489-2371.

Westside Baptist
Church plans
event on Sunday
Westside Baptist Church will
have Youth 1..ed Hanging of
the Green and Church-wide
Chnstmas Dinner on Sunday
at 6 p.m. at the church, located at 207 Robertson Rd. South,
Murray.
Those 11CIA to WeSiSlik are

invited to bring a family ornament (non-seculari to place on
the tree in the sanctuary during the Hanging of the Green
service. Each one is asked to
be sure your name is on your
ornament. For those who
already have an ornament at
the church, there will be a
table set up in the Welcome
Center where you can pick up
your ornament.
Turkey, dressing. rolls and
drinks will be provided for the
dinner, but persons are asked
to bring side dishes and desserts
to complete the meal.
Rev. Glynn On, pastor. and

Gary Wallis will speak about
"The Nehemiah Project" with
scripture from Nehemiah 1:3,
2:18, 4:6 and 6:15-16 at the
10:30 a.m. worship service Sunday.
Tommy Scott is minister of
music. The choir will sing "A
Glorious Morn" and special
music will be by Scott Owen.
Assisting will be Paul Rister
and James Foster, deacons of
the week. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m.
T-Ray Manley is minister
to youth and Shelly Harris is
minister to preschool and children.

fr

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
and Calloway County Schools have been released by B
Jaszenko and Pat Lane. food service directors respecti
for the week of Dec. 3-7.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availabitl
ty of food, are as follows
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk avail
able daily) Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - egg an
cheese toast. Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday -;
gravy and biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (canned ot
fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk avail-,
able daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, tuna salad sandwich::
Tuesday - hamburger on bun, gnlled cheese sandwich; Wstines.'
day - steak nuggets, chef salad w/crackers, dressing; Thursday - potato soup w/1/2 turkey sandwich, submarine sandwich, Friday - stuff crust Pepperoni pizza, fish sandwich w/tarl
tar sauce.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available,
daily) Monday - French toast sticks; Tuesday - sausage and,
biscuit. Wednesday - assorted muffins; Thursday - Danish;
Friday - biscuit and gravy. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegeta-')
bles, canned or fresh fruit and lowfal milk available daily),
Monday - chicken casserole, cnspito w/cheese; Tuesday -1,
Italian dunkers, chicken patty sandwich. Wednesday - Sloppy
Joe on bun, fish and cheese on wheat; Thursday - BBQ
nbette on bun, cheese pizza; Friday - franks and beans,
chicken noodle soup w/crackers.
High - Breakfast (toast. cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - breakfast bagel; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - scrambled egg, bacon pizza; Thursday - sausage
biscuit, Friday - blueberry muffin. Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh
fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - spicy chicken
sandwich, hot ham and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - burrito
w/salsa, chef salad w/crackers and dressing; Thursday spaghetti w/meat sauce, tuna salad plate; Thursday - chicken noodle soup/sandwich, chef salad w/crackers and dressing;
Friday - BBQ chicken sandwich, fish w/cheese sandwich.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - soft
pretzel, cheese sauce, milk; Tuesday - apple, peanut butter;
Wednesday - peaches, milk; Thursday - cereal, graham crackers, milk; Friday - muffin, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - oatmeal, muffin; Tuesday - Breakfast
pizza; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, ham, wheat toast; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - cereal, Poptart. Lunch
(assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily)
Monday - oven fried chicken, green beans, scalloped potatoes, roll. Tuesday - cheese pizza. whole kernel corn, pineapple; Wednesday - vegetable soup, grilled cheese, mixed fruit;
Thursday - lasagna. Texas toast, green beans, garden salad
w/dressing, Friday - turkey and cheese sandwich, baked beans,
apple wedges.
Elamentaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice. fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - pancake and sausage on stick w/syrup; Tuesday - chicken biscuit; Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy: Thursday - breakfast pizza, Friday - yogurt, toast; Lunch (assorted vegetables,
fruit, chef salads, milk served daily) - Monday - oven fried
chicken, chili dog, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
fish sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday
- chicken nuggets, pimento cheese sandwich, yogurt and animal crackers; Thursday - super nachos, grilled chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - teriyaki chicken wince, hamburger, gnlled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast
pizza: Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - cinnamon
roll; Friday - scrambled eggs, bacon, toast. Lunch (assorted
vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday
- chili, breaded chicken sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich;
Tuesday - chicken nuggets, roll, fish sandwich, turkey and
cheese sandwich; Wednesday - vegetable soup w/grilled
cheese, corn dog, ham and turkey submanne sandwich; Thursday - Chuckwagon w/gravy, roll, cheeseburger, turkey and
cheese sandwich; Friday - oven fried chicken, roll, turkey
club, ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Poptarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit;
Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup. Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - oatmeal, Poptart. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - chili
cheese burrito, peanut butter and telly sandwich. Tuesday chicken fajita, Sloppy Joe sandwich. Wednesday - sliced
turkey, roll, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - super nachos.
Laker wrap. Friday - stomboli, tuna salad sandwich.
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AP
Ole Miss signed former Murray State head coach Houston
Nutt to a 4-year, $7.4 million contract, boosting Nutt into Oh
upper tier of coaches.

Nutt movin' on up
after Miss. payday
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ROGELi0 V. SOLis / AP
Mississippi State guard Jamont Gordon (44) is a preseason All-America candidate and consensus first-team All-SEC standout for
the Bulldogs. A native of Nashville, Tenn., Gordon played his high school ball for powerhouse Oak Hill Academy, a main fixture of
the Marshall County Hoop Fest.

RACERS AND BULLDOGS SHARE MORE 'THAN JUST
BASKETBALL GAME SATURDAY AT HUMPHREY COLISEUM
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
From the Sun Belt to the Southeastern
Conference.
With two games under Murray State's
belt against Western Kentucky and
Arkansas State, the Racers will try their
next attempt at slaying another dragon
from another major conference.
On Saturday, second year head coach
Billy Kennedy and the Racers (3-1)
make a return trip to Starkville, Miss.,
for the first time since 1960 and will do
so on a two-game winning streak with
wins over Avila (84-55) and Arkansas
State (81-67).
• But in the grand scheme of things, the
game with Mississippi State will have
more of a reunion feel to it.
The last time Murray State traveled to
Starkville wasn't necessarily to play basketball.
The football team battled the
Bulldogs in 2(X)5, eventually falling 386.
There's a handful of local students at
Starkville, notably Calloway County
graduates Carrie Radke and Carl
Williams. Carrie's sister, Jessie, is a 2000
Murray High graduate and is also a
Mississippi State alumna.
Rick
coach
Bulldog
Current

Saturday
Murray State at Mississippi State
When: Saturday Starkville, Miss (Humphrey
Coliseum)
Time: Noon
Series Record: MISSISSIpp St a 6-2 against the
Racers and are 3-0 in Starkville
Last Time) Mississippi St won 69-57 on Dec 15.
1961 in Murray
Coaches) Billy Kennedy is 0-4 against Mississippi
State and Rick Stansbury has yet to play the
Racers
Against the SEC: Murray State is 8-20 all-time
against learns from the SEC The Racers' last win
over an SEC team came on Chnstmas day in 1997
when they defeated Arkansas 94-83 in Puerto
Rico MSU lost at Tennessee last season (89-64)
and haven't scored an SEC road win since beating
Mississippi in 1993

of
graduate
a
is
Stansbury
Campbellsville. Ky., and one-time
Mississippi State coach Ron Greene is a
former Murray State Racer and coached
at Calloway County High School.
Greene patrolled the sidelines for
Murray State from 1978-85 and the season prior he was the head coach at
Mississippi State. He went 18-9 and
earned SEC Coach of the Year honors.
Two years later, he was the OVC Coach
of the Year.
His connection to both schools is
made more interesting by the fact that
Greene was on the floor the last time the
•See RACERS,2B

MSU TENNIS
MARK J. TERRILL / AP
Mississippi State's Charles Rhodes played AAU
ball with Racer Tyler Holloway and is a two-time
coaches All-SEC Second Team selection.

Radke puts cheering ride in neutral

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Carrie Radke was a standout both on the softball field and
basketball court in her four years at Calloway County High
$chool. She chose Mississippi State over nearby Murray
State and Joins classmate Carl Williams as students in
Starkville, as well as Radke's sister Jessie. a 2000 graduate
Of Murray State and now Bulldog alumna

OXFORD, Miss. (AP) — and can win incentives up to
Mississippi's biggest boosters $380,000 in a perfect season.
wanted a proven coach and got The school will pay him
their man. Now they'll have to $240,000 for winning a nationpay the toll for landing al championship,$90,000 for a
Southeastern Conftrence title
Houston Nutt.
Ole Miss had been among and $25,000 apiece for SEC
the most thrifty SEC schools and national coach of the year.
There also are smaller
before hiring Nutt on Monday.
But the new coach's average awards for appearances in
salary is twice that of his pred- championship games, a Bowl
ecessor and Athletic Director Championship Series bowl or
Pete Boone says it will be up to a lesser postseason game.
He also gets two automothe fans to help pay for the hire
they have so enthusiastically biles, season tickets for football and basketball, use of a
embraced.
"It's really going to have to private stadium box, country
come from our donor base ... club membership and moving
and we've been very enthusi- expenses.
"Salaries, that's the one
astic about comments we've
heard from them, and our tick- thing that I used to get embarrassed about, but I don't anyet sales," Boone said.
Nutt jumped into the upper more. The only reason why I
echelon of coaching salaries got embarrassed was because
when Boone signed him to a of what my mom and dad
four-year, $7.4 million con- made," Nutt said.
Nutt said his parents were
tract. His average salary of
$1.85 million is twice as much teachers who never made more
as what his predecessor Ed than $30,000 a year. It's likely
was paid and just one of the cars the school
Orgeron
$500,000 more than he made provides him will be worth
more than that. While the pay
at Arkansas.
The university will pay a package might seem high, Nutt
base salary of $200,0(X) and said increasing stress on footthe rest will be provided by the ball coaches has led to the
UMAA Foundation or other escalating salaries.
"It's a big-time pressure job
outside sources.
Nutt has three one-year nowadays,- he said. "You look
options worth a total of $6.6 around the world, that's what
million built into the contract everybody's getting paid."

Racer tennis coach
honored for efforts
KEASLING RECEIVES
NATIONAL RECOGNITION FOR
CLUB TENNIS EFFORTS

Carrie Radke insists she will not be rooting for MSU on Saturday.
However, the former Lady Laker basketball and softball standout, Staff Report
Connie Keasling, Murray State Women's Tennis Coach, has
says she will root for MSU.
So when Mississippi State University and Murray State University been named the recipient of the USTA/ITA Campus Recreation
hook up on the hardwood Saturday, the junior at Starkville will be Award for the Southern Section. Each year, the United States
the
Association (USTA) and
Tennis
doing her best to find a seat at midcoun.
Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA) partner
Radke, who was part of Calloway County High
to recognize college coaches that are very
School's softball state championship team in 2004
active in promoting tennis on their campuses
and whose father, Paul, has been the public address
and in their communities. Keasling's efforts
announcer for the Murray State basketball team for
stand above all others in the USTA Southern
the last 22 years, is a tad torn when it comes to which
Section, which includes Alabama, Arkansas,
side to stand on.
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
"I'm throwing neutral. I'm going in a white t-shirt.
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.
Not sporting any sides," Radke said via telephone
In addition to her I8-year career as women's tennis coach,
from Starkville.
Radke later admitted that while she will be wear- Keasling also leads the Murray State Club Tennis Team. The
•
ing that plain white T, she'll be sitting with her fami- Club Team is a recent addition to the USTA Tennis on Campus
program, which offers tennis in a fun and competitive team
Smut Brits ly on the Murray State side.
format at over 400 colleges and universities in the nation.
Well, some of the family.
Michael Dann
Carrie's sister, Jessie (Leddy), a 20(X) graduate of Keasling's innovation has provided a unique offering for the
Sports Editor
Murray High School and graduate of Mississippi MSU Club Tennis members.
This fall. the Racers met and practiced at the Bennie Purcell
State has season tickets with her husband, Jeff, for both basketball and
Courts on Murray State's campus. Instead of making the courts
football.
available to the Tennis Club and having a hands-off approach,
Carrie has already been issued an ultimatum by big sis.
Keasling organized the practices, and the Lady Racer tennis
"She told me that ill don't wear maroon, I'll be disowned.When asked if she can do that. Radke responded, "Yeah, she can. team assisted in teaching beginners and intermediates proper
techniques and rules of the game as well as administenng drills
She takes care of me. She's a lot closer than mom and dad.U See KEASLING,28
28
RADKE,
IN See
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Masthay, Tamme voted to All-Academic Team
MUFtRAY HIGH
GRAD CARRIES A
3.72 CPA AT
KENTUCKY
By UK Sports Information
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Tight
end Jacob Tamme and punter
Tun Masthay have been voted
to the 2(X)7 Academic AllAmerica Team as selected by
the College Sports Information
Directors of America and sponsored hy ESPN The Magazine.

TAMMC (Danville, Ky.) is a master's GPA. In addition to
first-team
Academic
All- the CoSIDA honor, he is one of
American and Masthay, a junior 15 finalists for the Draddy
from Murray, Ky., was named Trophy, given by the National
to the second team. It is only Football Foundation and Hall
the third time in school history of Fame for the national scholthat more than one Wildcat has ar-athlete of the year. That
earned the honor in the same award will he named on Dec. 4
season, as it also happened an
The Academic All-America
1978 and 2005.
learn takes athletic accomplishTamme graduated in three ments into account as well as
years with a degree in academic performance. On the
Integrated
Strategic field, Tamme has caught 53
Communication and a 3.82 passes for 584 yards and five
grade-point average. He is now touchdowns this season. He is
in his second year of study for Kentucky's all-time leading
his Master's in Business pass-catching tight end, No.
2
Administration and has a 3.83 in Southeastern Conference his-

•Radke

recep-

tions.
Masthay has
a 3.72 GPA with
a
major
in
Economics. He
Alsolthall
is in his third
season as the team's starting
punter and has a career-best
39.8-yard average this year. He
handles kickoffs for the
Wildcats
and
leads the
Southeastern Conference with
20 touchbacks. He also serves
as the placekick holder for
record-setting kicker Lones
Seiber.

•Keasling
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Top 25 Men's Basketball Schedule
By The AesOcisted Press
Al name C$T
Friday's Gress
No 8 Washington State at Baylor. 8
pm
No 11 Tennessee vs Louisiana Lafayette. 630 p m
No 13 Marquette vs. Wisoonsonktilwaukee, 7 30 p.m
Saturday's Garners
No 1 North Carolina at Kentucky, 1
pm
No 5 Georgetown vs Earthed. Noon
No 7 Duke vs Davidson at Charlotte
Bobcats Arena, II a.m
No 10 Michigan State vs Jacksonville
pm
No 12 Louisville vs Miami Ohio) 1
pm
No 14 Pittsburgh vs Toledo, 1 p.m.
No. 15 Indiana at Southern lanais, 8:30
pm
No 16 Butler vs Ohio State 6 30 p m.
No 113 Clemson vs South Carolina, 3
pm
No 19 Gonzage vs. ConnectiCul at TD
Banknorth Garden. 230 p.m.
No 21 BY)) at Portland, 9 p.m
No 23 Xavier vs Belmont. 8 p.m
Sunday's Games
No 2 UCLA vs No 8 Texas, 7 p.m
No 4 Kansas at No 22 Southern Cal. 1
pm
No 9 Texas A8M at Anzona, 5 p m

to put on a couple of our players. over Louisville, Illinois and
From Pag• 18
One of Caine's classmates, They could go zone and if State Rutgers.
for participants to improve
Carl Willarns, son of Calloway shoots tembly and Murray State
How Low Can You Go
County guidance counselor shoots the lights out, then anyWhen Morehead State played their skills.
Keasling also led the Tennis
Susan Williams, is also a student thing can happen."
Oklahoma last Wednesday and
at Mississippi State. He. along
Basketball Breakdown
lost 74-42, the Eagles nearly did Club to the first ever USTA
with Carrie's sister, will surely
Travis Turner, a Calloway something they haven't done Kentucky Tennis on Campus
Championship
be rooting for the Bulldogs, County High School graduate, since the 2(X)5-06 season: score State
in
according to the 20-year-old.
former Murray State baseball less than 40 points. Their oppo- Elizabethtown on October 21.
Although the Racers were
But pan of Radke's passion player and husband to Murray nent? Murray State.
for the blue and gold and the High School girls' basketball
On the flip side, Morehead's defeated by Kentucky, they
game of basketball runs a little coach, Rechelle Turner, has pro- 42 points were the lowest by an avenged themselves with a win
deeper than most.
vided fans with anything and OU opponent since Longwood over Eastern Kentucky to take
-In football I would cheer for everything they have to have scored 40 back on January of 2nd place in their pool. In a
Women's Top 25 Schedule
very exciting match, the Racers
I Mississippi) State, in some- regarding First Region basket- last year.
By Th. Associated Press
All Times CST
fell
a
mere
two
games
shy
thing like baseball probably ball
of
on
his
website:
Recruiting hal
FrIday's Games
State. But'basketball is a whole http://www.firstregionhoops.net
A couple of Jody Adams' defeating Louisville and taking
No 3 Maryland vs No ¶9000 State
different story with me. That's
The site contains breakdowns TCCIIIIts itIC off to good starts in 3rd place at their first team
6pm
No 12 California vs Saint Mary's 9
event.
my heart, it's been there since I on all 16 First Region teams the basketball season.
pm
Tennis on Campus tournawas two. I'm excited; I've been from the four districts and also
No 14 Arizona State vs Gonzaga 7
Rachel Isom
ments are unlike most other
dying for this game ever since includes a preseason all-region
at
Cleveland
game
I've been here."
girls and boys team.
Fil
4.; l High School in tournaments—every
counts. Teams compete in five
Thus, the last week or so,
Even though the site is still
Tennessee is off
‘
•
matches
(men's
singles,
Radke has been bombarded with under construction. Turner pro,
to a 5-0 start.
women's singles, men's dougeography questions because of vides fans with final scores from
The 5-foot-8
bles, women's doubles, and
her relationship with not only the night before, as well as news
: guard is averagmixed doubles), and the outthe university, but the town of and notes from around the
ing 15 points per
Isom
come is decided by a total num- Staff Report
Murray as well. Needless to say, region.
game, 5 assists
ber of games accumulated in
enough already.
Hama From Heaven
The
Calloway
County
and 3.4 steals so far.
"Everybody asks me about it.
When the Pete Hanna Center
Middle 8th grade boys' basketRoney, a 5-11 guard/forward all five of the matches.
Keasling has also achieved ball team suffered a tough loss at
because I'm that person from opened its doors for the first combo at nearby Obion County
Murray. 'Hey wait, Carrie, time on Thursday. Nov. IS. Central High School in Union great success as the head coach the hands of Mayfield on
you're from Murray, right? Isn't against Belmont, the spacious City, Tenn., has helped her team of the Murray State women's Thursday night, 40-27.
that where Murray State is?' S32 million center reminded off to a 4-0 start. Last Friday tennis team. Keasling, who has
The loss dropped the Lakers'
'Yeah. yeah' I tell them."
Samford Sports Information against Clarksville Northeast. been named OVC Women's record to 7-5 on the season.
Tennis
Coach
of
the Year five
As for the mood on campus. Director, Zac Schriber, of anoth- Roney had 20 points, 10
It was a game in which
Radke said there is still a lot of er Ohio Valley Conference facil- rebounds and seven assists. She times, has led the Racers to Calloway simply couldn't find
talk about football, which is a ity.
was 6-of-7 front the line in the four OVC championships and its groove, missing shots early
"It actually reminded me of fourth quarter and was 7-of-8 three appearances in the NCAA and getting in foul trouble,
rare,commodity this time of the
year.
Murray's Regional Special from the floor. Including b.df-8 tournament.
allowing MaAelci_to build a
-We normally don't get to Events Center to a certain from the charity stripe in the
lead from the free throw line.
talk about football this time of extent," Schriber said. -The new game.
the season, because, well, you arena is awesome."
Oa Nis Way?
ktiocv. But we're doing good, so
The Bulldogs only stuffed
Tampa Bay Online is report;her Is a lot of talk about what 1.500 inside but Schriber was ing that Vittorio Ottarielli, a 6Hoop Fest, in which Gordon has
howl ganie we're going to go surprised at how loud it got. foot-4. 290-pound offensive From Page 1B
to."
adding "I couldn't even hear lineman from Blake High Racers and Bulldogs played in been a part of as well as Charles
If her major choice of myself think."
School is receiving more inter- 1961. He was a three year starter Rhodes, a one time teammate of
accounting doesn't work out and
Nag Cain
est by the week. His list of for the Racers, playing for Cal Junior guard Tyler Holloway
she decides not to go into poliCara Rickets, one of the most schools include Murray State, Luther. Another former MSU during summer AAU ball.
Kennedy called the duo of
tics, even though it's obvious prolific scorers in Kentucky New Mexico. The Citadel and (assistant) coach Jim Hatfield
she can play both sides of the girls basketball, has chosen to Colgate. as well as such schools coached at Mississippi State in Gordon and Rhodes the best
the late 1970's and early 80's one-two
bunch
fence, she definitely has a play college ball at the as Duke and North Carolina.
in
the
and was an assistant at Murray Southeastern Conference and
chance at an analyst position at University of Arkansas.
Manua likthday
.
that will be the Racers' main
the World Wide Leader in
Rickets is somewhat of a legCarlai Moore, an assistant State from 1998-2003.
The Bulldog roster also fea- focus Saturday.
end in the Louisville area, now coach for the MSU women's
Sports.
Gordon is a 6-foot-4, 230"Honestly, there is no way in ,her sixth year as the starting basketball team, celebrated her tures some familiar faces for
Murray State can match up with point guard for Fairdale High birthday Monday. A late birth- fans, players and basketball afi- pound junior All-America candidate and is explosive from
Mississippi State," Radke School.
day reminder to another cionados.
Three Mississippi State play- anywhere on the court.
claimed."In the()VC, you don't
The 5-foot-9 guard is the first women's basketball coach
Rhodes, a 6-foot-8, 245need a post to win. But I just player from the state of Kerensa Barr(Nov. 18) and jun- ers have ties to Kentucky as Bill
can't foresee who they are going Kentucky to sign with the Lady ior Racer center Timid Sanders Begley (Henderson) and Riley pound senior is a two-time allBenock (Meade County High SEC forward who returns for his
Razorback-s and chose Arkansas (Nov. 17).
School) are two of the 15-man final year.
roster from the Bluegrass.
-They have some young guys
Former
University
of around them who at times have
Louisville
Join us for a presentation and informational session on
transfer
Brian been inconsistent, but those two
Johnson, a 6-foot-9, 245-pound have been very good every
junior, is the team leader and is game."
expected to make a big impact in
The scouting report says that
his first year on the roster.
while Mississippi State is a balBen Hansbrough is from anced team. Murray State's
nearby Poplar Bluff. Mo.. and focus will be limiting the touchACADEMY OF
his brother, Tyler, now plays for es Gordon and Rhodes get.
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE IN KENTUCKY
North Carolina, who will be
"We'll do what we can to
Al WESTERN laNIUCKY UNIVIR•AT v
playing Kentucky on Saturday.
limit those two guys' touches
Meanwhile, Jamont Gordon, and hope they don't have big
who played his high school ball games," Kennedy added. -They
at Oak Hill Academy. a major have a lot of weapons and all
fixture in the Marshall County five starters are very good.

pm
No 16 George Washington vs UNIV.
at kfew Cinema,6 p m
No 18 Auburn vs. UC Riverside. SI
Tempe, Anz 9 p.m
No 21 Flonda Stale Indana.6p.m.
Saturday's °Mose
No 15 West Virginia vs. Si,
Bonaventure. at Boca Raton, Fla_
Noon
No 16 George Washington vs.
Samlord. al New Orleans, 1 p.m.
No. 23 Vanderbilt vs Saint Marys, at
Berkeley, Gale, 6 p.m
No 25 Wyoming vs Denver. 3 p m
Sunday's Games
No 1 Tennessee vs No 4 Nora
Carolina. 6 p.m.
No 8 Stanford at UC DIMS, 4 p m
No 7 Georgia vs Georgia Tech, 1 30
pm
No 8 LSU at Tulane, 4 p m
No 9 Oklahoma vs. Arlumatis State, 2
pm
No 11 Duttlt at Penn State, 4 p.m
No 12 California vs No 23 Vendetta.
3p m
No 13 Texas AliM at TCU. 2 p.m
No 14 Anzona State vs No. 18 Auburn
or UC Riverside. 1 or 3 p m
No 15 West Virginia vs Columbia, at
Boca Raton, Fl., Noon
No 17 DePaul vs Missouri State. 2
p.m.
No 19 Ohio State vs Mississppi, Noon
No 20 Michigan State at Cad Dominion.
1 pm
No. 21 Floods State at Oakland. Mich
3 p.m.
No 22 Noire Dame vs Michigan. 1
p.m
No 24 Texas vs Sam Houston State 2
pm
Mondays Game
No 3 Maryland at No 5 Rutgers 6
pm

CCMS boys can't find
groove, fall to Mayfield
The Lakers led the Cardinals
12-10 at the end of the first quarter, but a second quarter in
which they were outscored 15-1
ultimately doomed CCMS. The
Lakers went into halftime trailing 25-13 and couldn't regain
the lead in the second half.
Jay Green led Calloway with
six points while Joe Futrell and
T.J. Elam dropped five apiece.
Futrell grabbed a team-high six
rebounds and Russell Garland
snatched five boards.

•Racers

THE CAROL MARI IN GATTON

December 4, 2007,6:30 p.m.
Alexander Hall Auditorium, Murray State University
Murray, KY

LINEUPS
MURRAY STATE
Pwasilie Stolen
No. Name
Poe. 'ft lit Wt.
43 Tony Easley
PC So 6-9 200

In the tall of 2007 Kentucky opened the nation's
I till state residential school with a fiicus on

mathematics and science. The program
pros'ides extraordinary academic and research
opportunities for Kentucky high school juniors
and seniors who are academically talented and
interested in careers in wience, technology,
engineering. and mathematics One hundred
and twenty Gallon Academy students who
apply during their sophomore year earn sixty
hours of college credit while completing their
high school diplomas in both a residential and
peer-supported environment and community.
Tuition, housing. and meals are provided at no
cnst through funding by the General Assembly.
The Gatton Academy of Mathematics and
Science in Kentucky is a beacon den-acme
for the Commonwealth. loin us to learn more
about this unique opportunity for Kentucky.
students!

Darter° ThomasG
Tyler Hoecnvey G
Kevin Thomas G
REIBIRES
No. Name
Poe
Matt Palau
G
Ray George
G
'.4
Picasso Simmons CI
Marvin Wakens F
12 Jared Key
F
13 Amman Long G
Tarod Sanders PC
54) Georges Fobs° C
2
4
in

So 6-4 190
Jr 6-2 175
Jr 8-1 170
Yr
Fr
Sr
Fr
So
Jr
Fr
Jr
So

Ht.
6-4
6-4
8-0
6-6
6-4
6.1
645
6-8

Wt.
180
190
170
215
175
180
250
240

MISSISSIPPI STATE
No
23
32
11
22
44

Name
Poe
Charles Rhodes F
Jerves Veined° C
Ben Hansbrough G
Bony Stewart G
Jarnont Gordon 0

Yr
Sr
So
So
So
Jr

HI WI
6-8 245
6-9 210
6-3 205
6-2 170
6-4 230

11111•11111

1-1110111.: acanemyrawitu edu•PHONE:270 745 6565• WEB: www wku edu/ataderny

No Name
Pas
21
Bnan Johnson PC
25 Phil 'fume
0
IS Riley Benock
45 Elgin Bailey
FrC
24 Kota Augustus F
n,Johnson PG
2
Rave
,
3
134Iy Begley
14
Rod Bryant
G
33 &anion Bolen G
10 Joseph lupe
G

•
-

Yr. Ht. Wt.
Jr 6-8 200
Fr 6.3 170
Fr 6-4 180
Fr 6-8 285
Fr 6-8 220
Fr 6-7 175
Sr 6-1 190
Fr 3-1 165
Fr 6-3 185
So 6-1 180

SCHEDULE. RESULTS
*way State
WI *Mee Ceded sal wee)
OPPONENT
RESULT
x-EIETHEL
W-82-49
RIDER
W-66-65
at W Kentucky
L-87-63
AVILA
W-84-55
ARKANSAS ST
W81-67
OPPONENT
TIME
at Mississippi Si
Noon
E KENTUCKY
7
12-8
MOREHEAD ST
730
12-16
al Jacksonville SI
730
12-20
at Samford
730
12-29/30 tat Dr Pepper Cassac TBA
1.3
st Eastem lance
730
1.5
TENNESSEE ST
730
t-7
al SEMO
730
I-10
AUSTIN KAY
730
1 -IS
INDIANA'S BEND
7
1-19
at Tenn -Mama
6
1-24
TENN TECH
730
1.26
'SEW
IBA
1-29
SAMFORD
7
1-31
al Austin Peay
730
2-2
JACKSONVILLE ST
7 30
2-7
"al E Kentucky
29
st Morstowl St
315
2-14
at Tennosees
730
2-18
EASTERN ILLINOIS
730
2-23
ESPN BMW Buster
TEA
2•24
"at Tennessee Tedi
7
TENNESSEE -MARTIN 730
3-1
DATE
11.3
11-10
11-17
11-23
11.26
DATE
12'1
12-5

e—st UT•Ctiettanoogs
'—on ESPN2
ESPNU

"We'll definitely try to do
what we can to help out in the
post and make them beat us
from perimeter. We want to take
away easy baskets first and just
hope they miss shots. We want
to protect the inside, protect the
basket first and contest shots on
the perimeter."
One advantage Kennedy
feels like his team has will be in
transition. The flipside to that is
trying to slow down a fast-paced
Bulldog ballclub.
"I think we'll be able to score
points, but my concern is their
inside play and the fact they
have a big physical guard like
Jamont Gordon at the point.
Nobody matches up with him
and no one matches up with
Rhodes.
"We don't have a guy like
that. We're going to have to do it
with everybody and play
extremely well and be efficient
on offense and slow it down at
times."
Prior to the tip-off with
Arkansas State, Kennedy shuffled his lineup for the first time
this season, starting four guards
and one center.
He expects the same starting
lineup against the Bulldogs of
Tony Easley, Bruce Carter, Tyler
Holloway. Kevin Thomas and
Danero Thomas to start the
game.
The more speedy lineup
replaces what was Kevin
Thomas, Danero Thomas.
Holloway. Georges Fotso and
Marvin Williams

Way Softer
itst•lakelytesaccipory

1V, radio
AUTO RACING
•p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC -- NASCAR Nettle
Cup Awards Show at New York
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m
ESPN2 — Fresno Si at New Mexico
St
10 p.m.
FSN — !OWN St at Oregon St
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m
ESPN — Boston at fAians
SAM p.m
ESPN — LA Laken at Utah
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Murray State University has declared the following
items surplus to its need& Audio/visual equipment,
vehicles, furniture, motors, Cisco equipment, card
catalog., file cabinets, food service equipment, safes,
stable chairs, a mower and more! ltema may be
me at the General Services Building, Chestnut
Street, Murray, KY, on December 3rd and 4th
between the hours of 10,00 to 3:00. Bid forms (Bid
MUR-236D-08h can be obtained at the site. Bids will
open December 6th at 2:00 p.m.

Can you manage this?
Murray is looking for
a manager who can handle big
things, like ButterBurgere team
Culver's of

members and work in a fast
paced, fun environment

An ordinance amending Ordinance Number 20071442 which adopted the annual budget for the Fiscal
Year 2007-2005 Said amendment is to increase the
Public Works Capital Expenditure for a security
fence on Andrus Drive

you're interested send
questions or a resume to

If

com@newwavocomm.net

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Culver's of Murray
vvvvvv.culvers.corn

Workforce Services Specialist

NOTICE
Jon M. Gustafson MD announces the
closure of his medical practice at Clinical
Neuroscience Associates, Inc, Murray, KY
effective December 20, 2007.
270-753-8656
vavw.jonmgustafsonmd.com
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Fawn & Black
Pug.
Last seen
around
2211 Radio Rd.,
Alm°, KY
Tues.,
Nov. 20, 2007.

If seen or have Information call
270-293-8256 or 270-293-1028.

ATTITUDES
ZeissCarol
Na,
Technician
Hours:
Mon.-Fn. 10AM-6PM,
Sat. 10AM-3PM.
Across from Baldy's
759-1100
FULL Set: $20
Fills: $12
Also Manicures
Pedicures.
Upper Cuts Salon
1104 Story Ave.
_753-2887

&

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
'sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
00
occur. Readers using-this information do so
at their own risk.
Although persons and
mencompanies
tioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities

Choice
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office

FARMER'S

AR, Next.*
York
ALL

I Hem

Marro

St
AU.

Send cover and resume to PADD,
Attn: Human Services Director,
PO Box 588, Mayfield, KY 420613.
The

PADD Is an E0E/AA/ADA employer.

Arbor Place of Clinton
Seeking LPN's and CNA's
'Sign on bonus'
LPN's $1500
CNA's $1000
Clinton
106 Padgett Drive
Clinton, KY 42031
1-270-653-5558

Arbor Place Of
Ulm
AFTER Hours
Cal
Center is now hiring to
PART-TIME Potion
Care Coordinators
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
Please
weekends.
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
to
email
or
elizabeth.cain0rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer

DISCLAIMER
When acce,ing the
help usnied.
‘m our clacsitied,
cbpagc si
niurra)..1edger
iohnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local ph
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
*chore. nce all listings
on the hihnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings Thank you
to

N.• 7111212

The Purchase Area Development
District is seeking an individual to promote Workforce Investment Act services, primarily at the Murray Career
Discovery Center. A bachelor's degree
is required for this entry level position.
The ideal candidate will have experience in case management, career
counseling, and computer based
reporting.

Contact:

you Will be (MOO.fed
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BP Truck stop is
accepting applications
for Customer Service
Representatives. We
are in need of sales
motivated, take charge
individuals to torn our
team If you are a
team player. honest &
reliable, we are looking for you Please
apply in person at BP
Truck stop. 2185 US
Hwy 641 North.
Murray. KY

GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding' Full-time
experienced salesperson Part-time warehouse Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture.
64 t N.
Hwy
3060
Murray. KY 42071

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
:-15(15

DEPENDABLE
Committed lieip
Wanted:
Local social service
agency needs caring.
hard working individuals for direct care
work. No experience
required, training is
provided. This is
rewarding work. Get
paid for activities such
as shopping, recreation, sports, arts,
crafts, counseling.
Career oriented persons will appreciate
this opportunity as
there is room for
advancement with
both position and pay.
Starting pay from
$6.00-$8.00 per hour.
Regular pay from
$7.00-$12.00 per hour,
with salaried options
as well. Flexible
scheduling including
evenings, nights and
weekends. Call 270767-1543 Monday
through Friday 9am-to
-3pm or stop by 404
North 4th Street,
Suite-C, Murray, KY
DO you love worldng
with kid.?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
APO/ at:
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
RECEPTIONIST
&
LPN, doctor's office
Send resume with
refemeces to: P.O. Box
Murray, KY
1040-8
42071

NEED HOLIDAY
CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefits Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week.
1 -888-974-JOBS
T0791 10507
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR CDL Driver needed. Some flatbed experience Clean MVR.
Great pay Call for into
or appointment 270226-9570 David, 270753-6988 J&D Motors,
270-753-0341 James
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume toP 0. Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED

09
Maas&8 Chaim
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
I clean homes and
businesses.
Cell
phone
1(616)835-8647.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

761-651

FOR Sale: wooden
telephone poles &
fence post. Creosote
treated. Will deliver.
731-782-6180
LOCAL business for
sale, great location,
established customer
base, has been in
for 30+
operation
years.
Serious
inquiries only should
be addressed to POB
1393, Murray, KY
42071. Include name,
phone number, e-mail
address, and owner
will respond.

SChilkare
CLEANING houses 20

years experience
270-759-9553

9' Pre-lit Douglas Fir
Tree, clear mini lights.
$30.00. 759-2435
'91 GMC Step van 1ton, $900 OBO. 5x6
trailer, $125. Kobalt full
size pick-up tool box,
$100. 753-4344.
227-5644

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 38R,
28A, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft, front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 2BR, 1BA
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Pictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
NEW
for
tools
Christmas.
10" Hitachi compound
miter
saw. Bosch
router w/plunge & stationary bases. Senco
2.5' 16-gauge angle
pneumatic finish nailer.
Dewalt 18V 15-gauge
2.5" angle finish nailer.
Large Dewalt tool bag.
Child's gas powered
scooter. 759-1407

C mputer
Connection
Sycamore. 752-0438
Computer Sales/Senoce
Netwoking Swims
Reiti Lissf kit

STEEPLETON
pool
table. Regulation size.
Drop leather pockets.
$950. 731-642-4614

SPECIAL Effects Hair
Salon, 98 West 51h
Street, Benton, KY for
sale or rent.
(270)437-4755
or
(270)703-0542.

403Lo

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Went to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2938999
CASH patcl for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
i.•,1111

WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid
Drum exchange Miller

Farms
270-436-2215

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

[
1
1F
oble
ill homes For Sais
***OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit Check'
1999 model 38R 2BA
singlewide. pool. Clean
& nice $3.500 down,
$495 monthly
753-2222

12'X24' storage build
ing w/front porch, new
$3,900 firm. 270-492
8222 or 270-293-2531

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HO programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free.
877-455-0901

VIr

1-877-725-7,3..!1

Aides
For Seis

CallOvay (..uunty

BEAUTY salon for sale
in Murray. Phone 270527-1116 after 6PM.

Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 41071

11011.-1 14. /1)-6 a. SW. 111-3
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$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Ordinance Number 500/-146441

gars 6

RATES AA
,

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

land. Mich

ston State. 2

\

$8.25 Column inch, SO% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ails Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

State, 2
4 p.m
vandertsit

5\

LIQUIDATION Sale!
All 2006 Homes must
go
unbelievable
Desist
Furniture
included at NO additional cost!!
Call now
731-584-9429
REMODELED
Doublewidel
4BR,
2BA, 2,000 Sq.Ft.,
New appliances, 1.3
acre lot. Owner financing
available.
$70,000.00 cash or
down,
$5,000
$645/mo.
270-761-HOME

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

lE

APartirarrts For Rent

2BR, $285, C/H/A
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898

908 Hillwood. 2BR/1
apartment.
bath
$395/mo. No pets.
Lease,
references,
deposit required.
227-3331
DUPLEX, 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances
$525/mo. 436-5685
FOR rent: 28R
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo.
761-7355
LARGE 38R 2 full
baths. All appliances
furnished. 270-7537903 or 227-5173.

NICE 28R duplex
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
NICE 28R. No pets.
753-9866
Apennents For het

1 bedroom apartment.
and
Clean
nice.
Appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
18R, $350/mo, all
appliances, pets
allowed. 1619 Chris
Dr. 753-4219
18R, various locations,
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

TOTALLY remodeled,
large 2 bedroom, new
w/d, dAy, tile floors, oak
cabinets. No pets.
$400. 489-2741
Houese For Reid

limes For Sas
—OWNER
FINANCE—
No Credit Check! 38R
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
Large
old.
deck.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruth ie
(270)753-2222

3BR 2BA,
$495
month. No pets. 701
Broad St.
270-293-4602
38R, IBA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$450/mo. 759-4826

NICE, newer, 1BR,
IBA, bock. W&D,
C/H/A, tile, walk-in
closet, close to MSU,
pets allowed
w/deposit, $350/mo.
(270)522-1095

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Completely
redone
28R 'IBA singlesinde,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck
213
Primrose,
New
Concord
$2.900
down. $450 month
Call 753-2222

BOGGESS
SELF-STORWE
"A Better Place to Store"
Hwy 12IN,soros* from
Naked Geed Armory
270-759-5555
*NUN% I NHS
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. RI. 121S
Murray. KY 02071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th

st.
270-436-54%
270-293-6906

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 753.
2905 or 753-7536.

ON% 1111111,101.1hp. 11..111

Mt RR41

Home Delivery
3 mo....--....328.00

119 East Y Drive, 28R
IBA, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished. new C/H/A
Smoke-free Water,
yard work included
$450/mo
270-227-5722.

Local Mall

3 mo.
$33.00
61550....-.......$60i00
1 yr..—..—..—$99.00
1 yr.
$104.00
Rest of KY/TN
A Ihnerown

3
1

I yr.--4120.00
Check

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
47540
3 mo.
6 mo.
$96.00
I yr.
.-4145.00

Money Order

Vigo

M/C

Name
I St. Address
I
City
I State
I
.
Daytime Ph.
•

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

LEDGER&TIMES

2BR
'IBA
duplex.
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr. 270-753-0259

2BR duplex, $350.
38R house $525
753-3415
—
28R Duplex, C/H/A,
wood stove, appliances furnished. W&D
hook-up, 1 year lease
required $395/month
(270)227-0682

UPSCALE residence.
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Dr. City utilities and
schools. All electric. 2
car garage. Large
fenced yard. New central HVAC system.
Annual lease. $900
monthly. Ray
270-767-0615

a waif dui
vubs, rib,' to Ow

2 bedroom, all appliances.
Cambridge
area. 293-6968

26R 28A, garage, all
appliances. $650.
436-5685

501 South 6th. 3 bed
room 1 bath; w/d
hookups; living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors. No pets.
270-761-1317

2, 3 & 4BR houses
deposi
Lease
&
required. 753-4109

WARD ELIONS

(270) 753-1713

iounos For lint

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer. $345/mo.
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085

lid& Homo For Rail

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970

ICR

Mail this coupon with raiment
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 763-1916

I.

tuu

•••••••••••

411 • ride

-4

. .

-

r- NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Framing.
Termite
Water 8
Damage. Lany Mrnmo

1998 purple Firebed,
115K miles. t-top, key

less entry & security,

1086 Robertson Rd.

753-3853

411 %UR I Audi at 270-293-2512

new tires, one owner
58K 270-437-3196

227-0687

rin

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE it PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Vat, Buren

2005 Dodge Grand
Caravan SE Silver.
captain chairs, all
power, front/rear air.
Nice van. 68.000
miles. $11,500 080
227-5743

NI'l I %LI
Mitchell Bros.
1..1 1 1 I I ,'
759-11111
753.153"

Mu... I rilart & ti.fair
•,r

Beautiful farm 15+ acres. 3BR. 2BA
New appliances. Great front porch
and landscaping.

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

02 Ford F-150
supercrew. beige
79,000 miles, excellent
condition- assume
I,iyments
804-3566

Cornerstone Realty & Rental,
call 76I-SELL for Ronnie Byerly,

r

Sannon Othrld
EE3

HOME FOR SALE

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
$76,900

753-5856
293-7127
• Br., large kitchen. lg. deck, new root.
new paint and v.00d floors.

Conmincal Prop For Rent

DOG Obedience
436-2858
FEMALE Jack Russell
.Terrier for sale Full
papered.
Shots,
spayed. $150
759-1566 .
_
r .
puppies
SHIN TZU
dew claws removed.
wormed. current shots.
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310

GRAIN fed slaughte
sale
for
calves
(270)474-2226
Ells

856 Carl Crisp Rd., Almo
$87,500 oho (270) 293-9447

NEW HOME
READY TO MOVE IN!

HOME SITE WANTED
close to Murray. cash
buyer will pay top dollar 101 the right land
sm-med acreage,
some cleared with
some trees (at least a
few)
preferred
(931)206-6767

North of Town On Wells Purdom
1,730 sq. IL thing space plus garage; BR. 2 bath, master suite. fireplacc.
room
ceilings, dining
aulted
‘a/vitxxf floors, dishwasher & range'

Rom*,

included, deck. concrete drive.

Well built by a very
experienced builder

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built) KY Lake
569.900 Only one'
Call owner
615-515-5550

Buy Now & Sate Broker Fees
$136,900M0

Call Sam @ 270-254-6121

Acmes
5 to 295 acres Wes
Possibe
Calloway
owner financing 489
2116. leave message
50 acres with 38R 2BA
house Will divide 9780505. 436-2051

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check,
Clean & nice 3Bil 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1.292 sq ft
hardwood floor. apple
ances, city water &
sewer $3.900 down.
Call
$475 month
Ruthie (270)753-2222
3-4 bedroom. 569k
270-293-3566

DUPLEX Brick 2BR
IBA in Murray
978-0505. 436-2051

si s
%\ i
%It) 1,(c:diem,
n) Condition
,
I,sails ers.com
2711-761-Mt

8 miles from campus. 2
or 38R. 2BA. carport,
hardwood & tile floors,
walk-out basement.
rdity room wwasher &
fryer Asking $75.000,
,ppraisal
$82.000
.70-554-0367
559-7015

IMMI 1)1.-% I I

Sport Utility Vehicles
OPEN House every
day through Saturday
Four bedrooms
or/den/study formal
dining - children/teens
have own space in
additional living area
See Steve wrth CEN
TURY 21 at 1704
Audubon
WEDNESDAY. 4 21pri
to 5 21pm pm
THURSDAY 12 2Iprn
to I 21pm
FRIDAY 3 21prn to
521 pm, SATURDAY
121 pinto 2 21pm

NICE Honda 400EX
race ready 4 wheeler
Call after 6PM 270489-2963

156 Yamaha Stratoliner
2.100 miles, asking
759-0992
$10.000
after 4PM
400
KF X
2004
Excellent condition
Low hours, many
extras and garage
kept $3,500 0130
Phone 759-4771

)1 li I RI I II I'
2001 EZ-Go golf cart
Recent service Green
gas. windshield, back
seat, excellent condition $2,800 753.2781

SPORTS
CARDS
641S to
Midway. right
on 1828W. 6th
house on right
Sat • 8AM-2PM

(270i-n1-1I0S11
-4•11 %reitCall us we will be
glad to help.

• --9s Asst f.aef
acks great
fistrifas 9415'

Ion

eurrey 1.00911/ 4 Times

'98 Kawasaki Ninia
Under 5.000
250
miles. lust recently
tuned up Priced for
Christmas $400 firm
859-797-4671
480
Mb Parts

270-753-1916

85 Jeep CJ7 Soft top
Wino. 6cyl. $3.500
270-970-3616
cii cis We mdll be
glad to help
Murray Ledger I Times
270-753-1916

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manic tiring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 1,75 00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
43b 2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc.
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFC4115ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-I Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delis/
ery 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up !sink
Garage. yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Inside Electrolysis Studio,
806-B Chestnut Street behind
Bad Bob's Bar-B-0
November 30 & December 1

Call 753-5606

8AM-4PM

2005 Equinox AWD

Sean Way Wades

$10.000

.owelry and other crafts

SMALL GARAGE SALE
Through Stella on 121, turn left at
299 on Old Butterworth Road, go
about 2 miles, turn right on Jones
Sparkman. Go straight about 1
mile. Turn right on Adams Dr.,
New Carriage House on Corner of
Adams and Crouch.
Sat.. Dec. 1 • 8AM-12PM
Christmas decor. Snow village. Dept
SE, some home decor

2000 GMC Z71 4(1001
59.700
2002 Ford XL 4 door
4x4 $5,300
Mountaineer
1999
AWD, sunroof leather
$4.900
2002 Grand Prix
$4,100
2000 Anima GXE.

$4.500
C&K 705-5973 anytime
2004 Cherokee V6
4.4, rod, automatic
loaded. 36,900 miles.

$13.000 293.1943

*At ws•-i

I

753-9440
R.L. Woods
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring "Decks
'Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)970-2111
Licensed/Insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
Vinyl,
fences.
cleaning.
etc. (270)527-7176
for
DECORATE
Holidays
orna&
We hang lights
Outside A.
ments
Inside Call for free
estimate 978-0149,
978-1842,
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree

for
BIRTIIDA1
II %PI'
Saturday, Dec. I, 2007:
iii might he unusually strongminded sit determined. especially this year II you decide to
Make ill situation or esent happen. it is as good as done. You

are often in the limelight. hut
curb a tendency to self-sabotage.
The image you project needs to
he the real you. If you are single.
ind you attractive.
many.
Clearly one person cannot and
v. ill not stay away. Check out
this person carefully. If you are
attached. separate your professional or public life from your
personal life. Your sweetie will
he happier that way. VIRGO can
he quite the taskmaster.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day Vou'11 Have: 5-Dynamic;
crap!: 2-So-so;
4 hisitis C.

I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-ApHI 19)
**** Your serious attitude
helps others remember that they
too have certain responsibilities

As you attempt to gain new information and clear the decks, you
also might stumble onto some
wild news involving real estate.
investments or family Tonight
Could be late
You cannot tell a child
or loved one the same message
over and over without a reaction
If he or she is serious remote or
cool, at least you understand
how you got there Reverse
gears and encourage a partner
to open up and talk Tonight Go
with spontaneity
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Basics play a dramatic
role in events You might need to

change directions or act very differently Be willing to work with
someone who often shakes you
up Though you might not like
the experience, it will allow you
to grow Tonight Entertain from
home
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

What you say and how
you say it makes all the difference in its reception With this
thought in mind, consider taking
a workshop tri communication
and body language It could
have quite an impact Tonight'
Hang out with a pal or two
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•** You might be a bit more

ARIENI HOUSEi
wormaypEc2;r_p147-3043001!1.4
MONDAYLDEC10TH 4:301700PM

Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

• weekly & special
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2733
293-2734

JOE'S JOBS

(44 •

-1,44

'tomMA53SCtJUEiAtPRNATjj
VIEVANGTANYM9EMOREAUCTIONIL
-ir-TVELCOMEJ
BROKER tPART1CIPATION4
REAL EsTATETERaLs: ISO i)nut Day of.Salr tiaLsoce1830 Days. A 101 lieyer's
Preiniuni Will He kikkd ii hn,.i Kid And In.luck..1 In the Contract Sak Prke Hew.
Auction
Agrees To Sup A lcad Kase Paoli Mike CT Mal, Your Inspections Seines

II 111111*4 ittu("ra
3110b St Hi lb North • Mnsflolit. KY euutllH
/11) V.I1/ SP:i3 • non SSD 43 lit
Visit our SV,ibflhlO wwinclins•risiturtions Lino

1:14
Sambas Offered

Clewed

NE a HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No Job too small
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
11
NEED Some Help
Moving?
eMove Moving Help
from John Probus
270-978-6658

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Pkirntong
Dave Galkmore, Owner
Will Do insurance Work
Vsa U kiasierfard Aceseltel

731-247-5422
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers its
sources reliable, bu
do
inaccuracies
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
persons
Although
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
TOTAL Nall Care
*Spa Pedicuresmassage
includes
chair
•Spa Manicures
'Acrylics- pink 8. white
Professionally done by
Amy Curd Salon located at Tangles in
Mason's Commons off
121 Bypass N, Gift certificates & package
special For more infor
mabon call 759-2369

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT

12701293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free Estimates

5 housetrained cats
ooking for good home
Up to date on shots &
all have been spayed
Call (270)227-0671

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &

Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

by Jacqueline Blgar

Horoscope

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

ART & CRAFT
BAZAAR

ember 13th, 2007 @ 6:00 PM
2754 State Route 94 East. Murray, KY From Downtown Murray
eke Mac Street/Hwy 94 East 2 Mlles To Auction See Signs Posted,'
REAL BRUM Neerly RintodeitiO
*I- 2000 So Ft 1 1/2 Story 3
Beicom 2 WM Brick Home
Feektrowa an Open Rwr Plan vir
Seamus Meow Sale Mb Mailer
Bett, Wing Roam, Minn WM
MI Brand New Axioms. and
Overlaid Muttilaundly Room.
Warta Amintree Incirde: Ceramic
.11iE rill'. 313011'1 2 BATH
TM Room Retested tiptop.
New Carpet. Alairanc• of Pakten
JUST 21.111'S FRI)f.1013V4134714 MURRAY
Cabinets, sad Large Wilt In
Closet Feeases: Outside The Home Include A Mee Frort Perth, Concrete VAIM Way.
Landscming Arour4 The Home. Al On A Spacious Lot With A Grand Bacistaid. Jun
A Slid. Ode. East 011Aeray Kentucky. Across The Street From He Harbor Church,
Reel Este* Seas Al 6.00 MA. Auction HMO On Sne"

CARPENTER

753-1816 '227-0611

CHOCOLATE & Black
Lab puppies Morn is
AKC registered 6
&
shots
weeks.
270-489wormed
2086 of 270-293-6305

Murray Ledpr & Times

illneesalwet

•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

OF I ICE or retail spec..
available Prime loca
tion 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE Space for
Approximately
rent
200 sq tt . SW of Court
Square $100 per mo
Utibtios inckided
753-5411
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel. KY. Over 8,800
S F Great for retail.
offices. restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has parking lot, central
h/a, and security system 51.800/mo
270-293-9349

•
,

CLASSIFIEDS

Nosenitwr MI. 2007

PREMIER
MINIS TORAGE
•if,s,oe climate control
storage
•Seturity alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes)
•We rent U-Hauls
) 9600

•

uptight financially, emotionally or
just in general Loosen up by
looking at the big picture Get
feedback and note how different
others' impressions might be
Tonight Use another's spontaneous offer to help relax
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You know what you

want and are determined not to
be stopped Your perspective
could change radically if you let
others play out their feelings A
friend might be pushing you to
go in a certain direction Tonight
Ultimately, no one can take your
self-control away but you
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Knowing when to bow out

could save the day. Someone
you feel you must respond to
seeks you out Still. make it your
nght to cocoon and not be affected by others Think positively
about others It will make a difference Tonight Continue the
vanishing act
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

If you remember the
big picture and don't get caught
up in petty details, you will like all
the spontaneity, conversations
and fun that others provide
Weigh a new expenditure with
care Maybe go window shopping, Tonight Where the action
is
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** An idea comes in from out

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
IR MIR NeaMt Caws,far
tndrvidualS without Group Coverage
independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/ ntereative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses

of left field. Avoiding your
responsibilities just might not be
possible, though you really might
not mind. The unexpected
occurs and re-energizes a situation or problem Still, responsibilities weigh on you. Tonight'
Could be late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Taking in the big picture,

you suddenly have a new realization or idea Though you
might simply toy with it in your
head. it will take your mind away
from immediate conversations.
Go with novel and different
plans. Tonight: Why not add
some music?
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** A partner demands

270-753-4751
er'eriSu,arlelegeel
e,
,
ictert.e
,
PrIt4M414.1
IlVeCal& UM,

Anthem.+1!
...•••••••••••••••• ••••
•
•••••••
• ••••
Own...0ml= •
UM....1.110•1.11•01••••••••...
II.* mai.

BORN TODAY

Director Woody Allen (1935),
singer Lou Rawls (1933), comedian Richard Pryor (1940)
***
Jacqueline Diger Is on the

your attention. In fact. no matter Internet at http:/hvveiv.jacquethe company. everyone wants linebigarcom.
your focus to be on them and (c) 2007 by King Features
only them. You'll learn a lot about Syndicate Inc.

'Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated
-

Mow

MURRAY APPLIANCE
2 1 2 I . Slain ‘,11.4.-e•I • 751- I Csui

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Hr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist

"Cht.)!CeS FP east sr a
ov,
Robert BIIIIngtOn Jr.

a friendship as a result. Finish up
a project so you can really relax.
Tonight: Follow another's suggestion.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You might be tired of
the same old plans every weekend. If you don't like what is happening, why don't you renew
your weekend with some spontaneity and infuse life with more
of what you like for a change?
Tonight Whoop it up.

Patricia Klapper RN. Hearing Aid Specialist

\\Physician's Hearing Center
V) Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E

/"

300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)7594811 • 1(800)291-4926

tett,
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10 years age

74 over Pine Bluff. Ark., with
Murray High School Chem- Mike Muff as
high scorer for
istry Team placed first overall in
Murray; MSU Lady Racers won
the 27th annual Chemistry Con- over Dyersburg
State with Laura
test at Murray State University. Lynn
high scorer for Murray.
'feam members were Nathan
40 years age
Hughes. Mark Stockton, Adam
Published is a picture of James
Bartnik and Kisen Nathu with M. Lassiter being
sworn into the
Becky Fairbanks as leader.
office of Circuit Court Judge by
Births reported include a girl Court of Appeals
Judge Earl
to Glen and Holly Axterburn, Nov. Osborne.
Also pictured in the back23; a girl to Tammie and Roger ground
is Judge Richard Peck
Youngblood and a girl to Lee who was sworn in
as commonand Mason Smothers, Nov. 24.
wealth attorney. The photo was
Murray State University Lady by Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
Racers lost 62-45 to Evansville
Car license plates for 1968
Aces in a basketball game at will go on sale
Dec. 18 in the
Racer Arena. High scorer for Rac- office of Calloway
County Clerk
ers was Bobbi Coltharp.
Douglas Shoemaker.
20 years ago
50 years ago
Published is a picture of StanMurray and Calloway County
ley Groppel, assistant professor got its first taste of real
winter
of industrial education and tech- Last night when the
mercury went
nology at Murray State Univer- to 30 degrees above zero
and
sity, operating an industrial robot some snowfall was
reported.
during Honors Day Program at
Joe Bob Brewer and Jerry
MSU. Present for the event were Henry were named as co-captains
students from 22 high schools in of the Murray High School FootKentucky and Indiana.
ball team for 1958.
In basketball games, Murray
Recent births reported at MurState University Racers won 97- ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
49 over William Penn College at and Mrs. J.B. Burkeen.
Racer Arena, and MSU Lady Rac60 years ago
ers won 70-61 over University
Ryan
Milk
Company
of Tennessee at Martin.
announced that the price of milk
Births reported include a girl had been raised one cent per
to Jeff and Gail Henson, Nov. quart effective Dec. I.
20.
Mrs. Guy Billington accepted
30 years ago
the Cub Scout Charter for the
Ryan Milk Company has sold Murray High School Unit of the
the fluid milk division to Flay- Parent-Teacher Association from
0-Rich, a dairy corporation, Carney Hendon at a special ceraccording to Jim Garrison, gen- emony at the Woodmen of the
eral manager of Ryan Milk Com- World Hall. Ottis Valentine, cubpany.
master, gave out membership cards
Cal Luther has resigned as to 40 Cub Scouts..
athletic director of Murray State
Murray High School Tigers
University after serving for II
won 7-6 over ChristianBrothers
years.
in a football game on ThanksIn basketball games. Murray giving day at Murray.
State University Racers won 78-

TodagInIllstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Nov. 30, the
334th day of 2007. There are 31
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 30, 1782, the United
States and Britain signed preliminary peace articles in Paris, ending the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1803, Spain completed the
process of ceding Louisiana to
France, which had sold it to the
United States.

ES IN E3 V' Et L_

In 1835, Samuel Langhorne
Clemens — better known as Mark
Twain — was born in Florida:
Mo.
In 1936, London's famed Crystal Palace, aflittrucltil. for the
Great Exhibition of 1851, was
destroyed in a fire.
In 1939, the Russo-Finnish War
began as Soviet troops invaded
Finland.
In 1962, U Thant of Burma,
who had been acting secretarygeneral of the United Nations fol-

COMICS 0 FEATURES
Dad's road to rehabilitation
is blocked by stubborn MOM
DEAR ABBY: Our 86-yearold father needs to go tem-

DEAR FEELS: It appears

elected to a four-year term.
In 1966, the former British
colony of Barbados became independent.
In 1981, the United States and
the Soviet Union opened negotiations in Geneva aimed at reducing nuclear weapons in Europe.
In 1987, author James Baldwin died in Saint Paul de Vence,
France, at age 63.
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some spone with more
a change?

is toxic. Can you please help
me with this problem? Is canned
food safe to eat?
DEAR READER: Properly _fanned food is not toxic.
Problems
may arise if
the canning
is contsuninated: Bactens
may
have entered
the product
and could
cause disDr. Gott ease if not
eradicated.
Such conBy
Dr. Peter Gott tamination
is, fortunately, extremely rare because commercial canned goods are heated to a specific temperature
once in the can to ensure that
all bacteria and other contaminates are destroyed. Even most
home-canned goods are placed
in boiling water as a final
safety precaution. You shouldn't have a problem. If you are
still concerned, switch to frozen
and fresh foods. The freezing
process kills the bacteria that
may have been present, thus
making the food safe to consume. Fresh foods should be
washed before cooked and
eaten. Other important issues
of food safety are ensuring
that the preparation area is clean
— especially after meats, poultry or fish has been prepared
— and that all foods are cooked
properly to a safe temperature
to eradicate any bacteria that

DEAR DR. GCYIT: My sister was recently diagnosed with
cervical ,cancer (stage 2131.
There had been no pain or warning signs. She does not want
chemo Of radiation but chooses to treat and cure this naturally with food and herbs.

Can you provide any information on this disease, including what foods to avoid? Any
information you can provide
will be greatly appreciated, as
we're having a hard time finding out anything.
DEAR READER: Although
alternative medical therapy
plays a role in treating cer-

tain health conditions, such as
arthritis and constipation, it is
not recognized as an appro,
pnate treatment for cancer. ;
Your sister needs to recom
sider her options. Surgery nth;
be required, as may chemotherapy and radiation. She should
discuss these topics with an
oncologist, who will take her
step by step through the arduous commitment to therapy for
cancer.
Diet is not a factor. Your
sister must obtain professional help without delay.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my newly updated
Health Report "Vaginal Infections and Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.

ContractBridge

DEAR ABBY: I have lived
in the same house for almost
three years. My girlfriend at
the time I moved here moved
out a year ago and never took
her stuff with her. I felt guilty,
so I told her she could leave
her things here as long as she
wanted.
Well, I am married now,
and her stuff is still in the
attic. My wife wants it out. I
agree that it should go, but I
feel bad about it because I
hate breaking a promise.
Is it really OK in any
instance to go back on my word,
even for my wife? -- NEEDS
AN
ANSWER
IN
BELLEV ILLE
DEAR
NEEDS
AN
ANSWER: In a case like this,
it is perfectly fine to contact
your old girlfriend and let her
know that the time has come
for her to make other arrangements for her "stuff." You have
a new life now, and presumably, so does she. Her stuff
belongs in her new dwelling
or in storage, not in your attic.

ACROSS

Is on the
.1acque-

I. You are declarer with the West
hand at Sr Diamonds, and North
leads a trump, South following suit.
flow would you play the hand'?
WEST
EAST
•A•Q 7 4 2
VAQ
V1 5
•AK 98643
*Q.110
+762
•AK13
2. You are declarer with the West
hand at Three Notrump, and North
leads the three of clubs. South wins
with the ace and returns the jack to
your king. How would you play the
hand?
WEST
EAST
•K Q J 2
•5 3
VA Q 9
•J7
•AKQ
•1109863
•K Q 9
+865
•••
I. There are many ways to make
the slam if the opposing cards are
divided favorably for example, by
a successful heart or club finesse; by
rutting two ofdummy's spades in the
hope of dropping the king; or by
finding a singleton or doublcton
queen of clubs.
However, to capitalize hilly on all
of these chances, you should play the
hand in this order: Win the diamond,
cash the ace of spades and cross to
dummy with a trump. Ruff a spade,
lead a club to the king and ruff

another spade. If the king of spades
has not appeared, play a club to the
ace and lead the queen of spades.
If South discards or follows low,
you can assure the slam by discarding your last club. North wins with
the king but is helpless. Whatever he
returns, you are sure to acquire your
12th trick.
If South covers the queen ofspades
with the king, rulT and lead a club
toward dummy's 1-3. If North follows suit, you are home; if he shows
out, you still have the heart finesse to
fall back on.
All told, your chance of making
the slam by this series of plays is better than 95 percent.
2. Cash the A-K-Q of diamonds
and then play the queen of hearts.
This assures the contract regardless
of how the opposing cards are
divided. Thus, if the queen of hearts
loses to the king. dummy's jack of
hearts becomes an entry that permits
you to score six diamonds, two clubs
and a heart for nine tricks.
lithe defenders allow the queen of
beans to hold (in order to deny you
an entry to dummy's diamonds), you
counter by shifting to the king of
spades and forcing out the ace. This
also yields nine tricks consisting of
two spades, two hearts, three diamonds and two clubs.

Tomorrow: An unusual endplay.
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43 Windowshopped
47 Listener's

1 Skip stones
4 Madame
Bovary's name
8 "Waterloo" pop
group
12 A Miss America
host
13 Water pipe
14 Scoop water
15 Rattle
16 Set on fire
17 Roman goddess
18 Windflower
20 Line of bushes
21 Potato St
22 Fond du —,
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Ladd of films
Ceremonial fire
Personify
Hawaii's — Loa
Quicksand
Miller or
Sheridan
8 Utterly
miserable
9 Modem-speed
unit
10 Bob's road
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I LOVE THE
ROLES! YOU
CAN'T PLAY A
GAME UNLESS
YOU KNOW
THE RULES!

YOU NEED RULES
TOR FAIR TO
ENJOY Me GAME

A PERSON MUST
ALWAYS STRIVE
TO BE
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buddy
11 Sunblock
additive
19 Cambridge
univ
20 Role for

IMO
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30

OKAY, RERUN BEFORE
WE BEGIN THE GAME
I'LL READ TNE RULES
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Hip Klepper
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11-30
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BUN IE MEAD
SRI
ORAN
ALPO
HOT
KEPI
RITZ
ALE
OBC
EAGER
CHALK
LIDS
LILY
BET
PLAN
OLD
RAE
EVE
GLAD
IM
DIEU
EACH
FEARS
AMEND
BAM
BAR
MAKE
AHAB
LUG
IDOL
NORA
ELS
NAIMIL
DEFT

(2 wds )
48 Pocket jingler
49 Dash off
50 Hideous giant
51 Leak
52 Moon, in verse
53 Sparklers
54 Multiplied
55 Some, to Pierre

23 Vacant
26 Breathless
30 Two. in Tijuana
31 Beads on grass
32 Meadow
33 01 earthquakes
36 Peeved
38 Trophy, often
39 Ski instructor
40 Toted up

ICE

Answer to Previous Puzzle

murmur

Wis

926

may have been missed during
the initial wash.

Crosswords

ten (1935),
933), come
1940)

42071

DEAR DR.GOTT: A friend
told me that all canned food

that your 86-year-old mother

is afraid of change -- even
change for the better. Improving your father's quality of life
is not "interfenng." As caring
children, see that he obeys the
doctor's orders. Hold a family meeting, outvote your mother, take your father to the
facility, and argue about it later
when he's better.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I have a
problem with a flirtatious neighbor. My fiance, "Ron," and I
are building a new home, and
happened every time we go to check on
once before, and Dad will not the progress, our neighbors,
stand up to her and do what the "Smiths," come over to
he knows will help himself. talk. Mr. Smith seems OK, but
His quality of life would his wife stares, smiles and
improve if he went.
touches Ron. She has even
Mom says the hospital is stated that Ron must like older
"too far away," and it's "too women
-meaning
me,
inconvenient." My sister, broth- although we're about the same
er, niece and nephew would age. She does this in the presarrange to take her to visit ence of her husband.
him if she chose not to go
What should I say to Mrs.
with Dad. Still she discour- Smith? I hate to move into a
ages him, and bitter family new home only to dread our
arguments ensue.
neighbors coming around, but
It is painful to see Dad suf- she makes me very uncomfer because of her decision - fortable. Please help. -- IN A
- and his lack of backbone - PICKLE IN GREENSBORO,
- regarding rehab. He wants N.C.
to go, but can't stand up to
DEAR IN A PICKLE:
her controlling nature. Should Nothing you could possibly
we siblings 'butt out" and not say to Mrs. Smith would be
try to influence him to do as effective as a couple of
what we and the doctor know pertinent comments from your
would be best for him? Would fiance. The next time the "deswe be interfering in their mar- perate housewife" touches him,
riage and the situation? -- he should say, "Don't do that.
FEELS FOR MY FATHER IN I don't like it!" And if she
SAN DIEGO
aims another snide comment
in your direction, he should take
your arm, say, "C'mon, Honey
-- we don't need this," and
lowing the death of Dag Ham- end the conversation.
marskjold the year before, was
•••

1T5 MINE!
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Is canned
food toxic?

porarily (about 10 days) to a
rehabilitation hospital
for physical
and
pulmonary aim eats.
However,
our 86-yearold mother
refuses to
Dear Abby encourage
him
and
"allow" him
By Abigail
to go. This
Van Buren

'fair MAID/AMP

-very weekwhat is hap-.
you renew
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Harrison
22 Axiom
23 Mag staffers
24 Stooge
with bangs
25 Tire pressure
meas
26 Chest muscle,
for short
27 Type
28 Bridal notice
word
29 Rici around a lot
31 Guacamole.
eg
34 Vistas
35 Beauty pack
36 Put a crease in
37 Ticket info
39 Hold dear
40 In a tizzy
41 Old ruler of
Venice
42 Student quarters
43 Lout
44 Like plow
horses
45 Gael republic
46 Cotillion honorees
48 Kernel holder
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NOVEMBER 22 THRU DECEMBER 3

37

31

NEW '08 CAMRY LE

24

ALL-NEW '08 HIGHLANDER

111111."0

$20

PER MONTH

Limited Time Special Lease!
4-Door Sedan Model #2532

WELL EQUIPPED!
36 month lease
$2,199 due at signing

Excludes state & local taxes, tags, registration & title and insurance.
Security deposit viewed subeect to approved credit through TES/TLT - Tier I PLUS only.

AU

Limited Time Special Lease!
4x2 4-Door Model #6946

$29

JUST ANNOUNCED!
36 month lease
$2,499 due at signing

PER MONTH

Excludes state & local taxes, tags, registration & title and insurance.
Security deposit Waived Subject to approved Credit through TFSTLT - Tler I PLUS only.

NEW '07 TUNDRA

NEW '07 4RUNNER

2097
IVISURAS!

All Models!

All Models!

%APR
FINANCING UP TO

60 MONTHS!

CASH BACK!'

$2000
CASH BACKr

%APR'
FINANCING UP TO

60 MONTHS!
.60 monthly payments of $18.67 per $1,000 borrowed

Vehicle photos are for illustration purposes only.

ASK ABOUT OUR $400 COLLEGE AND MILITARY REBATE PROGRAMS!'

1. EPA maims"l estimates to,2006 Corolla manual trantonissron. 20011 Cerny 4..cylinder models. 2036 lispiancler 2WD models. and 2007 4Runner S146 Sport Edition
and Limited 200D VS models For companson um only Actual rniMage may vary 2. Customer cash directly from Toyota Motor
Saws u S A Mc Dealer participahon may affect consurner cost Mull take marl clMivery from new 20011 Corolla/Mabie cleaker Mock between 11/13107 and 12/3/07. Must tire retell
delhery from new 2007 Tundra and 4Runrw defiler stock between 11/1/07 and 1V3/07 3. NSW 2006 ceiriry Lb
Model 2532 Lane ono purcham °pew $13 067 • 4. New 2006 tegliander 4,2 Model 6946 Lasso and porde,* %Mon 216.926' 6, No down payment wrth ipprowerf cried( through
Toyota FInanctil Services I. II I 10 only Not all customers will qualify for lowest rate See participating dealer to, tonne aro condrbor.s Must take retail daemon, from nee desist stock by 12/3/07 IL College Rebate & Iteektar, Rebate Programs attend by Toyota
Motor Sold U S A. Inc Rebate edil be appried toward the down payment or on lease contracts Just toward the amounts due at lease
agning or deheeN vet". any Neruhncler to rho caprtalued cost nirductlen. One rebate per reterl or i.e.trareactoon Frnmyce or Lease contract for College Rebate Program must be dated
between April 1, 2007 erd MVO 31. 2006 Fvuno. or Lease contract for Military Rebate Program must be /Jaw
between April 17, 2007 Marco 31. 2006 Only avertable on now taillilisd Toyota models
Caress &seem and Military Rebel* Programs Sr. subtect to change or taremation al any time Toyota Financial Service College Graduate Finance & Lease Program and Military Rebate
Program areOval
ON on OpprOeed enical to Clualdled customers financing the pyrolysis or lessing of a new untitled TOYOLS 1110001 difOugh participating Toyota dealers and Toyota Financial Sermon Some reitnCtlOna apply. Programs
may twit be available In MI states. Not all aooi,
dull, Those
cement be coartened Sos Km pertscmating cloole to, detects Aerobe Financial Services ts a arkvoce mirk of Toyota Motor Credit Corporation • NO SECURITY DEPOSIT &Arbon
to approved credit through Toyota Financial SerInces/Toyota Leas* Trust /Ili dl eI
I
PLUS
,ustom., QNL,
Escludell SIMI Ind local telex tags. regestration and tee. and mauseice. License and applocable lea are extra. Lame may be charged tor excessive vow based on Toyota Financial
Senncirs/Toyota Leatte Trutt (11.T Ml & 0141 standards for normal 11114 sod or Mileage in
of amrrslere w
69 fof at 3pe.oat lArt ISM MOW diens, Item Maw NM Carley Wm* Mock between 111/07 awl 12/3/07. Wet take reteol delivery from .69 2000 Ilyghtander defier stook
between 1 1/13437 and 12/3/07. INDIVIDUAL DEALER PRICES MAY VARY. Expiration to thie ad le 12/2/07.

TN

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!

buyatoyota.com
4

TOYOTA

